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Future Time, Future Space 

It is not typical to class The Iron Heel as science fiction, but the novel fits, if 

somewhat incompletely, in that genre.1 Not only was the future the time of both the 

seeming endless rule of the Oligarchy and then the inevitability of socialism’s victory 

over capitalism, it was also the moment when London and a number of his 

contemporaries foresaw man’s exploration of space and, especially, of Mars; one can 

imagine Anthony Meredith as someone who had served time in a colony on Mars and 

returned to earth in his new position as historian. Given the inevitability of man’s 

successful exploration of outer space and planetary travel, London meant to accomplish 

two things: highlight the important scientific achievements of his day and to inspire the 

people of his day to work harder toward a goal humanity was fated to achieve. Man was 

meant to walk on Mars because adventure was simply a part of human nature. Traveling 

to Mars was an extension of sailing across oceans. To promote this characteristic of 

mankind led him to write notes for a novel of the future called Farthest Distant, a work 

that shares a familial resemblance to The Iron Heel. 

We get a hint of London’s interest in the future in White Fang, and perhaps even 

the first trace of his reading of the material that he thought would make up Farthest 

																																																								
1 The back cover copy for the Penguin edition of the novel hedges its bets by calling it 

“part science fiction, part dystopian fantasy, part radical socialist tract.”  



Distant. When, at the beginning of his story, White Fang falls out of his cave and gets up 

and looks around, London makes a telling comparison: “He sat up and gazed about him, 

as might the first man of the earth who landed upon Mars. The cub had broken through 

the wall of the world, the unknown had let go its hold of him, and here he was without 

hurt. But the first man on Mars would have experienced less unfamiliarity than did he.” 

(89) The connection between Mars and the Klondike is not so fanciful. As John Hay has 

pointed out, the “wastes of the Arctic” are similar to outer space, and we can point to the 

similarities of temperature and silence and the psychological effects of both.2  

 There are moments where London’s parallel project, Farthest Distant, bleeds into 

The Iron Heel. We saw two instances of this in chapter 12. In two notes probably 

composed in 1910 or 1911, London imagined a series of novels that would tell the history 

of man as a history of class struggle; The Iron Heel would be the penultimate novel and A 

Farthest Distant would be the ultimate in the series. More specifically, these two projects 

are united by there concerns with space exploration and physics. Meredith tells us that 

certain “historical events” (6) were as easy to predict as “the outcome of the movement of 

stars” by “astronomers to-day.” (7). He also tells us that Avis’s father was a physicist 

who “established, beyond cavil and for all time, that the ultimate unit of matter and the 

ultimate unit of force were identical,” something that “Sir Oliver Lodge and other 

students in the new field of radio-activity” had “earlier advanced.” (11) If we substitute 

energy for force, we get the timelessness of Albert Einstein’s theories. London initially 

wanted to incorporate these new ideas to explicitly motivate the love story; his early 

notes spell out the argument between Ernest and Dr. Ballingford about Aristotle and the 

																																																								
2 See John Hay, “Jack London’s Sci-Fi Finale,” Oxford Handbook, p. 356.  



Dark Ages—“a period wherein science was raped by the metaphysicians, wherein 

physics became a search for the Philosopher’s Stone,” says Ernest, winning the argument 

(17)—and conclude, “and she falls in love with him,” a kind of father figure now. But 

London finally let the ideas and the father-lover dynamic work implicitly. More 

importantly, the theory of relativity is inchoate in the juxtaposition of the title of this 

uncompleted novel and its genre: space is about time, time, space. It is the logical, though 

surprising, conclusion to London’s preoccupation with time.  

 On 21 January 1907, London—probably in the company of Charmian—attended 

a song recital by Mme. Schumann-Heink accompanied by the University (of California) 

Orchestra at the Greek Theater. He may have been paying attention to the music, but his 

program shows he was occupied with thoughts of Farthest Distant. He had been clipping 

articles for it as early as September 1906 while writing The Iron Heel. The notes concern 

one of his major preoccupations in just about any work he wrote: how do people in his 

stories communicate. “Farthest Distant | Speech, these men—like a flower’s petal falling 

upon the wind – etc. Enlarge the telepathy. etc. But, for record, written language was 

employed -- & for telepathy a language with vocabulary was essential. These men spake 

in a strange tongue --- such as was never dreamed of in the younger world.” We are 

clearly in a time period even further removed from our own than that of Anthony 

Meredith and his civilization. London’s final words written on the program say, “Begin, 

very beginning, of book—of these three men speaking by telepathy, as they prepared to 

start the record of the past through the machine. Get splendid touch on telepathy at the 

very very first.” If we thought he had traveled into the future in The Iron Heel, he in fact 

was now further out in time than ever before. One note read “I must increase the lapse of 



time of the cooling of the earth after 8000 centuries of brotherhood of man, must get a 

new and tremendous era with new name. Include the era of the Iron Heel, between A.D. 

& Brotherhood of Man.” Still thinking like Meredith, he imagined himself a historian not 

simply of our time but of all time, if that indeed were possible.  

 Unlike The Iron Heel, Farthest Distant primarily concerns advances in 

technology, though one magazine article that discussed future food production—

specifically how “our milk, eggs and flout will eventually be made in factories”—found 

its way into one of Anthony Meredith’s footnotes.3 From the same issue of The Arena he 

found an article on the coming of the next ice age and the concomitant migration of 

people from North America to South America.  He clipped an article in 1906 on new 

ways of generating light without heat. A week after the performance at the Greek Theatre 

he clipped an article from The Literary Digest called “Growth without Life,” showcasing 

work done France with sugar solutions that seemed to mimic plant germination. In the 

next month he found a letter to the editor of Scientific American about the orbit of the 

solar system. He clipped an article about the electro-magnetic, not mechanical, 

reproduction of speech, about storing water in glaciers, about the rigidity of the earth’s 

crust, about the characteristics of the new element radium, about channelling heat from 

the earth’s core, about an all-electric house (which included an electric camera obscura 

																																																								
3 John A. Morris, “Food-Production of the Future,” The Arena 36 (Aug. 1906): 173. 

Interestingly, London wrote at the top of the first page of the article, not “The Iron Heel,” 

but rather “Farthest Distant,” a note telling him and/or Charmian how to file the article.  



that allowed the house occupants to view a visitor knocking at the door!),4 and three short 

articles about producing artificial nitrates from air and how this would help alleviate 

world hunger. One double-page insert into a 1907 Sunday San Francisco Examiner 

touted “Six Startling Problems Scientists Are Now Solving”: the conversion of sewage 

into drinkable water; the vacuuming of the air to make it cleaner; the manipulation of the 

weather to make it temperate across the nation; the chemical manufacture of food; the 

elimination of our need for sleep; and the telegraphic transmission of mail. Only one 

article was generally about the future, and it seemed to have made an impact on London. 

Written by Hudson Maxim, author of The Science of Poetry and the Philosophy of 

Language, he uses John Milton, Herbert Spencer, and others to meditate on infinite time 

and space and cycles of human life and the time spans of celestial bodies. Clipped in 

February 1907, it served to validate his own ruminations about infinity and authorized his 

continued interest in the future. 

 To save himself from getting lost in metaphysical speculations or in the plethora 

of scientific advancements of his age and what they portended, he focused on Mars. He 

clipped “Is Mars Inhabited?” by Percival Lowell, whose Mars and Its Canals he also 

																																																								
4 This newspaper article from early 1907 from the Sunday American-Examiner was titled 

“Like the Unseen Fingers of Ghosts: How an Electric Wizard, M. Georgia Knap, Does 

the Most Uncanny Miracles with Electricity in His Extraordinary New Mansion in 

Troyes.” When dealing with the future, even those technological innovations that aimed 

to simply make our lives easier or more efficient, science and the metaphysical were 

inseparable, if only by metaphor. 



owned.5 Lowell’s work popularized the existence of the network of nonnatural canals on 

the planet and thus life. Lowell was brother to Amy Lowell, the poet, and graduated from 

Harvard University with a degree in mathematics. Coming from a wealthy family, Lowell 

founded Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona, where modern-day astronomers first 

detected evidence of the expanding universe and discovered Pluto.6 He was a careful 

researcher and dedicated Marsologist. Still, even though he carefully took into account 

Earth’s atmosphere, the limitations of telescopes, and even an individual’s eyesight and 

physicality of his or her eyes, he nonetheless mapped out the canal system on Mars that 

later astronomers with better technology showed was actually a reproduction of Lowell’s 

own eyes’ vein structure, which he was seeing superimposed on Mars.7 His work and 

photograph were featured in the second article London collected: Waldemar 

																																																								
5 His copy is not marked. Other books, however, are or are referenced in his notes, 

including Ball on geology and Saleeby’s Cycle of Life. Saleeby discussed two topics that 

London referenced: geologic versus human time, and atomic power. As far as I can tell 

he read just one book in which he marked notes for Farthest Distant: Edward Irving, 

How to Know the Starry Heavens (New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1904). 

Irving inscribed this volume for London on 10 December 1906. On the back flyleaf, 

London wrote “Farthest Distant” next to page 113, which discusses “stellar drift”; p. 176, 

which discusses solar eruptions and its effects on the Earth’s atmosphere; and pp. 219-20 

“for behavior of a comet in space.” 

6 See “Lowell Observatory: History,” Lowell Observatory, lowell.edu/history/ 

7 See Claire Evans, “The Canals of Mars,” ScienceBlog, 

scienceblogs.com/universe/2012/09/28/the-canals-of-mars/ 



Kaempffert’s “What We Know about Mars,” published in McClure’s in March 1907. 

Kaempffert promoted Lowell’s theories and then took them a step further: what would 

living Martians look like? 

 Farthest Distant, in one iteration, would answer that question.8 On the last page of 

Kaempffert’s article, London wrote notes addressing two elements of the story in the 

																																																								
8 Because some of the articles he collected are from 1911—I do not discuss those here—

it is possible that he wrote and then typed up notes for the novel in that year and perhaps 

beyond. But I am assuming that his initial burst of creativity in 1906-1907 led him to 

write up all his notes for the novel and that after he returned from the South Seas he 

turned once again to collecting data, but not reaching a point when he felt like adding to 

his narrative. I am also making an educated guess about the ordering of his notes and the 

grouping of them into first and second iterations. None of the pages are dated—though 

three are numbered consecutively—but my grouping is based on their content and the 

typed pages’ relationship to handwritten notes on various notepads. For example, we can 

date the typed pages about telepathic speech as January or February 1907 because they 

were written on the music program. And by using the content of those notes I grouped 

other, similar yet undated notes to form what I am calling the second iteration. I admit 

that there is no evidence to say that this iteration came second. I am assuming that since 

he was collecting data in 1906, he was also writing notes, and those formed what I am 

calling the first iteration. Those handwritten notes are catalogued as “The Last Novel,” 

and the typed version consists of the three consecutively numbered sheets. those 

handwritten notes, however, are simply titled “The Last Novel at [sic] All,” meaning he 



works—the physical attributes of his characters and the method by which a form of space 

travel was effected: “For long the problem—how to transfer inhabitants from one world 

to another. The fictional methods of Verne, etc. The way it was done: Come alongside 

after signaling, bringing ends of axes together. First time, quite a smash. Later learned to 

control perfectly. (The two boys are both visitors from other planets—one planet which 

had disappeared totally off on long journey. Describe radical physical difference between 

two boys. One with attenae very long and sensitive.)”9 Despite the mention of Jules 

Verne, it seems London was not attuned to literary representations of Martian life or alien 

beings, though nine years later he would lament to an aspiring writer of socialist science 

fiction that he had “failed, and have failed utterly, in every attempt I made at the pseudo-

sceintific, and the sociological, when embodied in fiction form.” And now, he tells his 

fan, “the public seems to be no longer interested in stories of the Jules Verne variety.”10 

																																																																																																																																																																					
only added “Farthest Distant” later and meaning that these are almost beyond doubt the 

first iteration of his idea. 

9 London, “Farthest Distant: [notes for science fiction novel],” JL 655-56. 

10 London, letter to Jack Rogers, 16 Sept. 1915, Letters, 3:1502. Although the editors of 

Letters suggest that “Goliah,” a short story I will turn to soon, may have been 

“influenced” by Verne’s Master of the World, it is highly unlikely; although the absence 

of a book in London’s collection at the Huntington Library does not prove that he did not 

read it, it is nonetheless true that the books that were major influences at this time are 

either present at the Huntington or mentioned in Charmian’s diary, and Verne is absent 

from both. Note, too, that the editors call “Goliah” a “`pseudo-scientific’” story, using 

half of London’s formulation, the complete phrase being “the pseudo-scientific, and the 



Here, the name Jules Verne appears as a generic category and not a specific influence. 

Surprisingly, H. G. Wells’s “Intelligence on Mars” and War of the Worlds appear 

nowhere in London’s notes. 

 This first set of notes shows London holding several titles and several ideas about 

narration and plot in mind at the same time. His first choice, used as the title for the three 

sheets he numbered consecutively, was Farthest Distant: The Last Novel of All; he may 

have been thinking that either no other novels would be written after the time period in 

which this story would take place, or he may have thought it would be his own final 

novel. It seems the former is more logical, for going to sea was synonymous with writing 

novels in his mind and within a year he began Martin Eden. These notes begin with 

confidence and a clear-eyed view of the plot. He uses a similar time sequence as that in 

The Iron Heel: “Dealing with a vastly distant time; yet written at a far more vastly distant 

time.” So, again, we are dealing with three different time periods—our present (of which 

The Iron Heel and Farthest Distant are critiques), a future, and that future’s future. 

Rather than advocating for a time in which the human race would have reached a 

sociopolitical perfection, this novel would picture a time of evolutionary perfection: 

“Physical evolution had ceased. The change was in the direction of mental evolution—

evolution not in the physical structure of the brain, but in the mental and moral concepts 

gained by humans after they were born, from the accumulated wisdom of the race, 

through education. . . . The children were all educated scientifically; it was quite natural 

for them to be all scientists. They had to be scientists in order to manage all the 

																																																																																																																																																																					
sociological, when embodied in fiction form.” This is yet another attempt to dismiss or 

ignore London’s politics.  



marvelous forces that did the labor for them at that time.” There is a narrator who, like 

Meredith, “looks back with amusement on the men of the 8th thousandth century after 

The Brotherhood of Man, which era began at the end of the twentieth century after 

Christ. During the 20th Century A.D., or rather, the men of that period are referred to as 

unthinkable savages (dandy chance for satire upon existing weaknesses); and before that 

time are referred to almost as slime.” The people now live from 300 years to 1684 (the 

oldest living being); “in a foot-note, . . . have narrator look back pityingly upon the 150-

year generation at the end of the era of the Brotherhood of Man.” A later, handwritten 

note on the third page adds to this chronology: “Include the era of the Iron Heel, between 

A.D. & Brotherhood of Man.” This note not only helps date these notes as sometime in 

1906 when he was writing The Iron Heel or shortly after finishing but also shows how the 

two novels work hand in glove in genre, structure, and content. Thinking of this timeline, 

London considered a different title: “A Child’s History of the Planet—a sort of text-book 

popularized for very young children,” which they read as they become educated as 

scientists. Physical evolution is a dead issue, and we can see how London, as he was in 

Before Adam, was becoming more and more interested in the mysteries of human 

psychology than anything else. Just as he was abandoning evolutionary science in favor 

of depth psychology, so too was he becoming less interested in picturing a perfect 

political world and more concerned with a postpolitical future world, a time beyond the 

Brotherhood of Man. Unlimited time in an unlimited space. 

 It’s unclear if London thought the satiric narrator would be the author of this 

history of the planet or if London was actually working on two possibilities at the same 

time; I believe it is the latter. In any case, a history of the planet is necessary for these 



children—and the grossly expanded timeline of 800,000 years—because the narrator is 

“looking back upon a time when the world was growing colder and colder. And the 

people were being driven to the equator to shiver for warmth.” The sun was losing power. 

“A daring theorist” devised a way to move the Earth closer, and London imagined 

collisions with other planets. However, after several thousand years, the Earth again was 

getting too cold for habitation, and then we come to the central conceit that drives both 

versions of the novel: after arguments among “politicians,” those who sided with a group 

of “young adventurers—a group of daring young scientists” convinced the rest to 

“abandon the perishing sun, and go voyaging through space from sun to sun until they 

found one to their liking.” The history would then become a narrative of “the thousands 

of years journeying through space, the milky way, the various constellations.” They 

encounter another planet traveling through space. They meet “other populated worlds, 

populated with low orders of life and high orders of life.” Footnotes, addressed to the 

children—in the same manner that Meredith addresses his contemporaneous readers—

would explain much of the factual material, at the same time “giving verisimilitude and 

conviction to the reader of to-day.” When he wrote that line, he thought of changing the 

title to Farthest Distant.  

 In a second iteration of the novel, of which his notes on the Greek Theater 

program are a part, he kept the idea of a traveling Earth through space seeking new forms 

of energy. Earth travels among “thousands of navigated worlds,” which have formed a 

“concourse of ultra-civilized worlds.” Earth, a newcomer to this planetary consortium, is 

“a little hayseed, a mere provincial” because it came from “far off on the fringe of the 

inhabited universe.” It’s all a “tremendous social mass” of traveling planets, and earth is 



like a “yacht” among “crowded moorings.” To avoid collisions the planets communicated 

with “wireless messages.” Or “perhaps they had what resembles a Harbor Master; and 

permission had to be received to move.” And here we might have a clue to what 

instigated this rather bizarre future tale. London, imagining himself on the Snark, sailing 

from the edge—the West Coast—of the worlds, finds itself among other travelers and 

other (strange) worlds. Space, then, is a metaphor for the ocean, for both vertically—sky 

and the depths of the ocean—and horizontally—the ocean’s seeming unlimited 

expanse—the ocean resembles the infinity of space and time.  

“Finding beneficent suns emanating tremendous quantities of radium, or of 

something vastly better than radium.” He names two scientists—Henry Mersfeldter and 

Katherine Ingleby—who figure out the nature of the new energy and how to capture and 

store it. The Earth would suffer during “the first centuries of wandering” from 

earthquakes and other changes in its geology. Apparently, these problems would be 

solved because of “their astounding mastery of matter,” which, paradoxically, yields even 

greater mysteries. Typical of London, as much as he was enamored of technological 

advancements, he was more interested in epistemology. Thinking more about 

communication, he had the three men communicating via telepathy “prepare to start the 

record of the past through the machine.” London does not tell us what the “machine” is, 

but the three men now appear as historians, telling their fellow Earthlings about their 

past. Whether narrated by one or by three historians, London wanted to retain that 

structure. 

In fact, in the first iteration, he thought of having the book—including the 

footnotes by the historian(s)—framed by yet a different device. “Maybe a brief 



description, describing the two boys who are studing the ancient and obsolete art of 

reading (just as to-day men study Sanskrit and Egyptian Hieroglyphics).” Again, London 

seems most interested in knowledge and its transmission. At the same time, it provided an 

opportunity for both “a still further expansion of time”—because the boys would be 

reading the text in an era beyond that of the historian(s)—and for humor: the boys would 

“think the writer of the text-book an old fogy, and rather ignorant of a lot of things.” This 

last idea triggered an all-caps reminder to himself: “THINK WELL OVER ADOPTING 

THE FOREGOING AS THE MEDIUM OF NARRATION.” The transmission of 

knowledge is of course a matter of rhetoric, and Farthest Distant would be about story 

tellers and story telling in typical Londonian fashion.  

In the second iteration he vacillated between having the three historians speaking 

by telepathy as they prepare their book and having a single narrator who would be 

“maybe, a scholar, [who] sits and listens to a long, fine wire, running by radium, that tells 

the whole history of the Earth’s travels.” Again he instructed himself, “Must work hard 

for right medium for telling story.” Or maybe the boys would still be reading the book, 

and “at the beginning of the story the boys read: `Far beyond the farthest star, once 

revolved the earth.[’]” He elaborated more adventures of the space yacht Earth. Besides 

ending up among other spaceship planets jockeying for position like so many yachts, the 

Earth had troubles initially with encountering a desired new sun. “Great floods, etc. when 

they arrive at some new sun. they learn to do it gradually, after one terrible and too-

sudden thaw that destroyed many vast glass cities. They learn to stop far away, and to 

thaw out gradually.” The cities were made of glass to help retain heat; “the earth outside 

[was] a frozen desert.” Once, Earth stopped next to satisfactory sun, but the adventurers 



wanted to continue for the sake of traveling through the universe, so they did, much like 

the Snark sailing from port to port for the experience of seeing the world. This desire to 

simply see became something of even greater import. “The great universe-journey,” 

writes London, “took on a sort of sacred significance. It was something that must be 

carried out. The carrying out being the highest patriotic, ethical, and religious form of 

conduct—all for science and knowledge.” Paradoxically, “that with their astounding 

mastery of matter, the mysteries of living matter, life, and the universe, are more 

profound than ever. The more they knew, the more colossal the mystery.” This paradox 

of knowledge-acquisition is similar “to that adventure of the Slime, in the early World, 

when the vitalized Slime reared Heaven, and made God.” Then, discovering the fictitious 

nature of God, “recoiling upon itself, all its proud self-projections crushed, itself crushed 

by the immensity of the Unknown,” yields to depression and pessimism. The 

“Pessimists” all then commit suicide and the “Optimists” take over. These are “the lovers 

of life that kept the face of truth veiled, a la Nietzsche. But they, in turn, in that Far 

Distant time, know naught but that all is mystery and apparently eternally non-

understandable.” In this narrative of space travel, we end up as London did, embracing 

the lies we tell ourselves to keep from committing suicide, aware that intellectual 

development—even 800,000 years of mental evolution—will not be enough to reveal 

life’s secrets.   

By writing of the future, not only was London returning to a critique of its past—

his present—but he was brought face to face with his own intellectual debates, conflicts, 

and impartial and unsatisfactory resolutions. This may be part of the reason he abandoned 

the project. He did try to mitigate the emotional effect of the frustrating search for truth 



by incorporating humanizing and entertaining elements into the story. In the second 

iteration, the boys who were reading the book get fleshed out a bit more. One is from 

Mars. He is “the Mars boy” who was among the Martians who met the first Earthlings to 

visit their planet. He might need “a portable apparatus for thinning air when he went out.” 

He feels “sluggish on earth; tells what he could toss on a shovel on Mars.” This allusion 

to physical labor is taken from Kaempffert’s article on Mars; he writes that the Martian 

atmosphere would make Martians seem superhuman. After enumerating several amazing 

athletic feats that would be ordinary for a Martian—all of which London ignored—he 

chooses one he could readily identify with: “A Martian laborer could perform as much 

work in a given time as fifty or sixty terrestrial ditch differs, and keep pace with a 

powerful Panama dredger. Two and one-half tons would be the average load that he 

could toss over his shoulder.” Here is one of the reasons London is such an attractive 

thinker and writer. He always wants to represent the proletariat—Earthling, Martian, 

whatever.  

Or maybe the Mars boy would actually be “earthborn, his father from Mars, his 

mother from Earth, and he inherited from father antennae and other things.” His father 

had come to Earth because “maybe lost Mars had had some accident, and was destroyed, 

or was chained a prisoner by some stellar monster.” Maybe some unknown cause 

destroyed Mars’ people, a cause that “Earth’s inhabitants would avoid . . . by getting 

out.” And then, in an epistemological shift, London identified the referent of “farthest 

distant”—not the time in which the historian(s) write or the boys read, but rather it is our 

time. “Farthest distant” is how people 800,000 years from now will refer to us. With this 



shift of perspective, London would make his readers feel the full effect of being just a 

speck in the universe, our lifetimes a mere second of life in the infinity of time.11  

There may be another reason why he did not complete this tale of interplanetary 

travel, which may have actually supplied him with the general idea of time and space 

travel that finds expression in The Star Rover. In his second iteration of notes, he 

becomes sidetracked for a moment while he contemplates how the human race achieved 

such lengthy lifespans. It was simple: “The length of life had increased because disease 

had been conquered; germs destroyed by other germs,--the battle of the bacilli, of the 

microbes.” But he wasn’t interested in medical science. He began thinking seriously 

about unlimited space in the microscopic world. “The battle of the unseen world of 

microscopic things. And in this unseen world, controlled and directed by man, took place 

the bloodiest wars.” Why London thought these wars would be bloodier than, say, the 

Chicago Commune, is unknown, but he wanted to meditate on it: “Man, who did not by 

his ordinary senses, know this unseen world, nevertheless planned and carried out vast 

campaigns in it, aided by minute and microscopic auxiliaries.” London minitiarized 

warfare in this imagined intercellular space, and then, in The Scarlet Plague, considered 

other possible effects of germ warfare and the spread of a worldwide disease. As John 

Hay writes, works like The Scarlet Plague and The Star Rover not only connect to his 

																																																								
11 All quotations from London’s notes for the novel come from his typescript: London, 

“Farthest Distant: [notes for science fiction novel],” JL 656. All his magazine and 

newspaper clippings, as well as his preliminary, handwritten note taking can be found in 

London, “Farthest Distant: [notes for science fiction novel],” JL 655. The typewritten 

version of those handwritten notes includes sentences he composed while typing.  



Klondike stories because of the likeness of Arctic wastelands and deep space but express 

“a coherent position regarding the relationship between individuality and nationalism,” a 

major theme of course of The Iron Heel. In his notes for Farthest Distant, he had not yet 

figured how to incorporate that theme.  

There was another avenue open to him that he could not bring himself to follow. 

Having just completed a novel of conditional hope, he also seemed unable to contradict 

or supplement that hope with a postpolitical narrative. And then there was a matter of 

aesthetics and the construction of this novel. For all his enthusiasm about future 

technology, he could not seem to construct a coherent narrative from the facts he was 

garnering from the papers and magazines. He played with the number and 

characterization of narrators without reaching a complete picture of any of them. He 

couldn’t light upon the best way to characterize the boys or how to place them in the 

narrative; should they be narrators? where should they come from? He doesn’t even get 

to the character of the second boy. He played with the plot, but it never reached a 

conclusion. Untethered from politics, the narrative devolved into a Nietzschean 

imperative to dance in the face of existential terror. Fascinated with scientific innovation 

and the advancements of his age, London nonetheless could not commit to a narrative 

that would merely celebrate those achievements. His stories had to mean more, and we 

should note that the weird instellar space/time travel in The Star Rover only happens 

because the whole of the novel’s narrative is centered on America’s corrupt treatment of 

its prisoners and the inhumanity of capital punishment. So he postponed the writing of 

Farthest Distant, taking his notes with him on the Snark but even then turning away from 

the future to write a autodrama of his past: Martin Eden. But first he would complete his 



last long work before he left on his yacht: The Road. Beyond its literal meaning—railroad 

or highway—its metaphorical meaning applies equally well to both ocean and space 

travel. 

 

The Mars Boy on the Road 

 As in White Fang, London’s future stunts bubble to the surface of The Road. Just 

as White Fang is like a Martian, so too is the narrator of London’s “tramp 

reminiscences.” The final chapter begins with an imagined future: what if all the hobos 

disappeared? It would only happen, as he said in his essay “The Tramp” with the end of 

capitalism, for capitalism needs surplus labor. But the sense of futurity governs the end of 

the book. London imagines that he is like “the man from Mars” in two of the episodes 

that make up “Bulls.” It is another mark of his modernity. American literature of the 

recent past would imagine visitors from another time and place to be classical-era 

demigods. As Henry David Thoreau imagined in The Main Woods, “The summit of 

[Ktaadn] had a singularly flat, table-land appearance, like a short highway, where a 

demigod might be let down to take a turn or two in an afternoon, to settle his dinner.”12 

Mars, to Thoreau and others, was simply a brighter speck of light in the heavens 

populated by images of mythological beings.  

 Ostensibly, London’s chapter is about his encounters with railroad police and the 

symbiotic relationship between the hobo and “society’s watch-dogs.” It’s almost a 

																																																								
12 Henry David Thoreau, The Maine Woods, ed. Joseph J. Moldenhauer (Princeton, N.J.: 

Princeton University Press, 1972), 45. The past, you might say, has been relocated to 

space, just as the constellations are spatial markers of the classical era. 



description of the relationship between author and editor; we can easily call London’s 

early essays on the writing game—essays like “Getting into Print” and “Editorial 

Crimes”—with their first-person narration and dramatic flourishes as prototypes for 

sections of The Road. First, like the writing game, the pursuit and the escape from capture 

are “all in the game.” (197). “The hobo,” like the artist, “defies society,” and “society’s 

watch-dogs,” like editors, “make a living out of” the hobo. And sometimes when the 

police catch a hobo, the “constables” sometimes “split their fees with the hoboes they 

arrest” or publish. This happens rarely, though, and being arrested is more like having a 

manuscript rejected. London notes a number of times he tells a “`story’” (a beautiful, 

untrue thing, as Oscar Wilde has it) only to have the cop disbelieve it and reject it.  

In the two man-from-Mars episodes, one lie is believed and one cannot even be 

told because of the urgency for escape. In the first, London pictures himself riding 

between two boxcars traveling at full speed, at night. Standing straight up and facing the 

neither front nor back but to the side, his feet resting on narrow pieces of metal on either 

side of the coupling, his hands outstretched and pressed against the sides of each car, his 

body was jerked constantly by the cars up-and-down and side-to-side motions. He is in an 

impossible, thrill-seeking, death-defying position, much like a sailor on a storm-tossed 

sea or an author embarked on a crazy adventure-writing spree. No longer able to maintain 

his balance, London swung around a corner of a car and held on to an iron ladder. At the 

right moment, he lets go and, his momentum carrying him uncontrollably forward, runs 

right into a cop. “If that bull had any imagination, he must have thought me a traveller 

from other worlds, the man from Mars just arriving.” (217). Futurity and the imagination 

go hand in hand, and the author of course knows both and then combines them. The 



author is from Mars (or some other distant world) because he possesses knowledge in the 

form of a narrative that is not only unknown to the cop but also at risk of being 

disbelieved. Even though the cop is knocked down and wants to arrest him, London tells 

him a “`story,’” and because “he was a really good bull at heart,” he lets London go. The 

boy from Mars brings news from his planet that soothes the savage cop soul. 

The second episode involves a wild chase from a train to an empty lot and over a 

wall that hid a drop of nine or ten feet on the other side. London jumps the wall and 

almost lands on a policeman. “It was the man-from-Mars stunt over again.” No words are 

exchanged—though we are now prepared to imagine what they would have been—and 

London escapes. He boards a new train and ends up, by mistake, back where he had 

started. The Road then concludes with our storyteller from Mars catching a train going in 

the right direction. London the space hobo-sailor author has infinite time and space to 

travel in. Neither the road nor the stories ever end.  

This isn’t the only connection between The Road and his immediate past work. In 

a rather obscure footnote in The Iron Heel, London as the historian Anthony Meredith 

pays homage to Oscar Wilde: “Oscar Wilde, one of the lords of language of the 

nineteenth century of the Christian Era.” To Bishop Morehouse, Wilde is “an erring 

soul,” and then he quotes from Wilde’s sonnet “Easter Day” and uses the poem as a 

springboard to continue his excoriation of religious hypocrisy. (84-85). If Wilde’s 

presence in the novel is noticed at all, he appears as one more critic of organized religion, 

a socialist’s take on how capitalism has corrupted true Christianity. But Wilde serves a 

dual purpose; he is remembered by the people of the Brotherhood of Man as a “lord of 

language,” not a social commentator. We should not be surprised. Of the 123 footnotes, 



23 are concerned with either literature or vocabulary; sometimes one feels Meredith is 

providing a glossary for the archaic language of the twentieth century. Citations to Wilde 

and Ambrose Bierce are fundamental to this aspect of the novel, an aspect that works in 

tandem with its socialist critique. As in A Farthest Distant, London is principally 

concerned with communication and epistemology. 

 It is in this second role as master of language that Wilde forms a link between The 

Iron Heel and London’s very next work, The Road. Fresh from his appearance in The 

Iron Heel, Wilde stars in the first chapter of London’s “autobiography” of his hobo life. 

In fact, London began the latter one or two days after completing The Iron Heel, 

suggesting that Wilde was uppermost in his mind. I discussed in the first volume how 

Wilde’s theorizing of the difference between truth and lie governs not only the 

construction but the aesthetics of The Road. After being so concerned with the difference 

between fact and fiction in The Iron Heel, London now turns upon himself and, using 

Wilde, ruminates on the gray areas between the two, hoping that his concept of sincerity 

would help him negotiate this principal tension in his authorial life. The historian-author 

cannot concern himself with such a literary matter, and so none of the doubts and 

uneasiness about a lie-telling author come up in The Iron Heel. Only the hobo-author 

(who is in the process of becoming the sailor-author) is capable of exploring the 

boundaries and limitations of fact. The Road is a philosophical assessment of The Iron 

Heel. 

 The importance of Wilde and his essay is underlined by the fact that in London’s 

final month of life he clipped an essay from Vanity Fair by Arthur Symons called “On 

the Value of a Lie: The Intellectual Somersaults of Oscar Wilde.” He thought it might 



work as background philosophical material for a story to be entitled “The Eternal 

Enemy,” which he began clipping articles for in 1913, two months after composing John 

Barleycorn; in fact, this story could be considered a continuation of his “alcoholic 

memoirs.” It featurs a “a writer of successful love stories.” He was popular because he 

created illusions for women that they were better people than they really were. He “helps 

them to the illusion that will hide the cruel, unmoral reality of themselves from 

themselves,” an illusion that London likens to Fourth of July “spread eagle oratory.” We 

also are reminded of the Seaside Library that he excoriates in The Iron Heel. But romance 

novels aren’t the only way people avoid their true nature: “Others drink for the same 

purpose, take drugs, lose themselves in music and the arts, construct metaphysical 

philosophies, etc. All engaged in fleeing from their not-likeable and ugly real selves.”13 

London reminds himself to read Edgar Saltus’s The Philosophy of Disenchantment. He 

might have also referred himself to Vernon Lee’s Vital Lies, which would play a crucial 

role in writing John Barleycorn. The point, which I will explore in greater depth in 

volume 3, is that he would eventually displace this 1907 interest in outer space and 

infinite time to a study of the endless depths of the psyche or, as he was calling it in the 

notes for this story, the eternal enemy.  Besides Saltus, he wanted to incorporate Carl 

Jung’s The Psychology of the Unconscious (1916). He wasn’t interested in Jung’s 

mythopoeticism but rather his definition of the underlying cause of neuroses: “a refusal 

or failure to meet the difficulties and dangers of life in the actual world, ” a quotation 

London underlined in an undated, unsigned review that he put in the same file as his 

outline for the story. In Symonds’s appreciation of Wilde, he makes much of Wilde’s 

																																																								
13 London, “Eternal Enemy: [notes for psychological study],” JL 642. 



“The Decay of Lying” as artistic statement, but he concludes with a statement that 

paralleled London’s expanded sense of the function of lying: “Wilde was . . . alike in the 

art of life and the art of literature,” saying untrue things to combine wit and truth.14 Wilde 

would always have this fascination for London as long as he explored the distinctions and 

similarities between fact and fiction, the beautiful untrue things. Then lying became 

something more than an aesthetic principal for London in the second decade of the 

twentieth century. It was a philosophical choice for living in a particular way, a way that 

allowed for the creation of art that nonetheless recognized the bitter realities of life.  

Wilde, and the general model of the Byronic romantic artistic genius, validated 

London’s conception of art as transgressive. If, as he had told beginning writers, you 

want to succeed in the market, simply adhere to the conventions of storytelling that can 

be found in any mass market magazine. But if you want to write true art, then one must 

break those conventions, as he had done with his experimentation with form in The Iron 

Heel. This experimentation continued with The Road. As he radically blended fact with 

fiction to the extent that you could no longer tell which was which, he sought for the 

appropriate narrative form. This new form could very well become the conventional form 

of the future, the way that all successful novelists would then follow as the capitalist 

market for fiction adapted to the production of solitary romantic geniuses.  

 “Pictures! Pictures! Pictures!” begins Before Adam, a word indicating the form 

that dreams take in the mind of the protagonist. In two undated though related set of 

																																																								
14 Arthur Symons, “On the Value of a Lie: The Intellectual Somersaults of Oscar Wilde,” 

Vanity Fair (Nov. 1916): 49; in London, “Eternal Enemy: [notes for psychological 

study],” JL 643. 



notes, he imagined how to write a series of “pictures” both from his own life and for a 

short story he conceived post-1910. In the first, he wrote, “Some time write a volume of 

pictures—from my own life—visions I recall snatches from the past”; this would be a 

volume that would include “tramp visions.” None of these sketched-out “visions” were 

included in The Road, but they are similar. One “vision” would center on “when I came 

on the Umatilla that dark night at Vancouver—how we work—First officer overboard.” 

And he remembered “a lodging house in Chicago underground” as well as “a vision at 

the table at Mercersburg Pa—the schoolmaster and his beautiful aristocratic wife.” 

Finally, in a note that is bafflingly incomplete he would portray “Kelly’s army—the time 

we cooked grub on the slide and everything slid.” In the second set, basing the story on 

pages from the Prison Reform League’s 1910 Crime and Criminals, he began, “develop 

boyhood of this boy in quick sharp sketches—each, a detail-picture, vivid, nervous, (my 

very best), a la French short story.”15 And then he listed five pictures illustrating the 

boy’s life as he progresses from innocent to soon-to-be-executed convict in San Quentin. 

We immediately see the link between this new way of constructing a book and its fruition 

in The Star Rover. 

																																																								
15 London, “Pictures [. . .] from my own life: [autobiographical notes],” JL 1054. London 

typed up these handwritten notes while adding to them; see London, “Pictures [. . .] from 

my own life: [autobiographical notes],” JL 1055. See Prison Reform League, Crime and 

Criminals (Los Angeles: Prison Reform League Publishing Company, 1910). This book 

was copyrighted by the secretary and treasurer of the Prison Reform League, Griffith J. 

Griffith, and most likely written by him. I will discuss Griffith, convicted murderer and 

founder of Griffith Park in Los Angeles, in chapter 23. 



“Pictures” is the title of the third chapter of The Road. When he uses the word 

pictures he means photographs, as in the phrase “moving pictures,” just as he had done in 

the first sentence to Before Adam. The Road’s narrator in the third chapter describes life 

in Hobo Land as “an ever changing phantasmagoria, where the impossible happens and 

the unexpected jumps out of the bushes at every turn of the road.” He “lives only in the 

present moment,” and his book is “a record of swift-moving pictures.” A photograph (or, 

since London seems to be employing the new vocabulary of the cinema, a moving-picture 

show) as a model grants the viewer instantaneous knowledge of a moment. This 

surprising and abrupt moment is akin to the cinema of attraction, the highly theatrical 

nature of the earliest movies.   

 For a story to be like a photograph, one might assume that it must be short, 

something like a Donald Barthelme short story or some other postmodern construction. 

Barthelme was asking what is the minimalist conception of a short story. Length and 

syntax, metaphor and structure all are to be subverted. London, not a postmodernist but 

instead a modernist, asked, How can a piece of fiction writing be like a photograph? He 

wants to capture a moment and present it so that it strikes the reader instantaneously. Yet 

he is relying on words, not images, so by necessity the description of word-pictures will 

be drawn out. But the pictures will be juxtaposed, not joined by a running narrative. Here 

is where London and Barthelme actually come into contact. Both believed in the value of 

the collage. Though they had different ideas of what constituted collage—London never 

uses the word and was working at a time when the idea of collage as an aesthetic choice 

was still developing and only in painting—nonetheless The Iron Heel and The Road 

partake of the seemingly disjointed organization of the collage. The difference between 



these two works, in terms of their experimentation with form, is that the former is a frame 

story. The Road portrays as action as a series of pictures just as The Iron Heel does, but 

dispenses with the frame all together. There is no hobo finding a lost manuscript. The 

manuscript simply is. It is  “a swift succession of pictures” unified only by the point of 

view of one who lived inside those pictures. The frame, if you can call it that, is the 

psyche of the author.  

 The conventional form that most closely matches the innovation of The Road is 

the collection of related short stories, something like A Son of the Wolf. But we wouldn’t 

call each of those stories elements in a collage; for one thing, many of them are frame 

stories, meaning that they are able to stand on their own. In The Road, London wanted to 

create a series of stories, unified by the narrator’s voice and experience, but by nothing 

else. On the road, life is lived as a series of present moments that take place by chance. 

To impose more of an order than a collage imposes would be unfaithful to the nature of 

chance. This is a radical choice. He advocates for a new way to order stories, dispensing 

with traditional modes of connective narrative events. For a book on life on the road, this 

is entirely apt. For the road never ends, there will always be another present moment. If 

we consider how much The Road tells the story of London’s 1894 hobo trip, then the 

book ends in medias res. “So I caught the next train out, and ate my breakfast in 

Baltimore” is the final sentence. There is no resolution, no loose ends tied. There is no 

grand conclusion about what life on the road means. There is no Spencerian grand unified 

theory of hoboing. But there will always be a next train.   

 One way to create instantaneous images in words is to write of violent human 

interactions. One of the most uncomfortable moments in The Road takes place in the 



chapter called “Pictures,” though violence is the hallmark of “Pinched” and especially 

“The Pen.” Before we get to the moment itself, consider that one of the governing 

metaphors is that a moment like this is like a page in a book. Here we see the beginnings 

of London’s conflation of word and photographic image, so crucial to his developing 

definition of what a human document is. So when the moment is over, London the 

narrator says, “It was a page out of life, that’s all; and there are many pages worse, far 

worse, that I have seen.” That last word—shouldn’t it be “read,” not “seen”? No, not if 

the author is melding two mediums. And when the chapter ends, he writes, “The whistle 

sounded. The page was done.” The reader/viewer turns the page/photograph over to 

reveal the next moment, the next page, the next photograph. As London says later in the 

chapter, “and so the book of life goes on, page after page and pages without end—when 

one is young.” (71). The cliché gains force of expression when one considers how 

London described the Klondike trail as if it were a black pen writing on a white sheet of 

paper, of how nearly every work is about authorship, and of how writing and death and 

ghosts seem inextricably tied, even here in such a light-hearted humorous autodrama like 

The Road. For when London expounds on the relation between hoboing and authorship 

and pictures himself telling stories to the lady in Reno, he incorporates a third figure, 

almost unnoticed, at the table. He isn’t the audience for London’s stories, for London is 

talking to the lady. He is the lady’s son who has suffered an injury to his head, which is 

wrapped in white, ghostly bandages: “And all the while, like a death’s-head at the feast, 

silent and motionless. . . . I could not forebear, once or twice, from wondering if he saw 

through me down to the bottom of my mendacious heart.” (19-20) Guilty of writing 

fiction, London is always accompanied by death. 



The deathly violent moment that forms the principal subject matter of “Pictures”  

occurs outside Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, when London witnesses a man whip two boys 

and a woman. Violence is a way to fix our attention on what happens in a London story. 

It’s a way to focus when our eyes wander between fact and fiction. When we are 

confused by the blurring of that boundary, violence strikes us in the face. It is the epitome 

of theatricality, which we need to anchor us when we might become too absorbed, too 

deep inside the thoughts and feelings of the narrative. Violent narrative moments keep us 

aware of our surroundings, and in this heightened frame of mind we become aware of the 

necessity of socialism as the solution to violence. Again, we see how socialism is the 

basis of all art for London.  

 The hobo is not a political being, let alone a socialist. He is a bohemian. London 

may have been radicalized on the road, but he didn’t become a socialist until he arrived 

home, read Groundlund, Marx, Lewis, and others and then joined the party. So his hobo 

refrains from interfering in the beating of children and of a woman. When the narrator 

says that he has seen worse “pages,” he then references “child labor in the United States.” 

The conclusion is not an advocacy for revolution or even for membership in the Socialist 

Party. It is rather an admission that “all of us, profit-mongers that we are, are typesetters 

and printers of worse pages of life than that mere page of wife-beating on the 

Susquehanna.” This assertion that London, one of the most prominent socialists in 

America and one of America’s representative socialists to the world at large, would admit 

to being a “profit-monger” should come as a violent shock in its own right. Still, we 

readily see the strategy. Just as London the hobo first seeks out the character of his 

audience before he tells his story, so he admits to his capitalist nature in order to bind 



himself to his audience so that they can more easily believe him. He isn’t disowning what 

he had just written in The Iron Heel. He is trying to make it more palatable to those who 

have yet to be enlightened. More importantly, he continues the religious metaphor of his 

political conversion by emphasizing his numerous confessions. 

 London reworks scenes from his life that he had previously used to write both the 

‘Frisco Kid stories and his previous hobo stories and essays. In volume 1 I discussed how 

the first chapter of The Road is about how London writes fiction and what sort of 

authorial model he follows. For the remainder of the book, we the audience are both in 

the know—we know that London exaggerates the truth in order to get at the Truth of a 

matter—and out of it. That is, we become hypnotized—or deeply absorbed—by the rest 

of the pictures. This is why the first chapter is called “Confession”; he is confessing to 

the secular sin of lying to earn food, clothing, and shelter—that is, lying to earn a living 

as an author—and, as we will see, he has other sins to confess. Once inside the telling of 

a picture, we can no more recognize the art of its construction than can those he is 

describing as listening to his hobo-author tales. We may not even notice that the first 

chapter takes place in 1892 when London is sixteen and will write about that initial time 

of hoboing in “’Frisco Kid” and “The ‘Frisco Kid Comes Back.” In chapter 2, which 

takes place in 1894, we learn how to ride the rails and the ways the police would try to 

thwart us. We’re still in 1894 in “Pictures,” and here we get the violent whipping scene 

and the reunion of Jack and a fellow jailbird from Buffalo over a game of cards. We don’t 

know it yet, though we may have had an inkling, but the narrative does not follow a 

chronological path. It’s in the next chapter, “Pinched,” that we get the story of how he 

knows his fellow cardplayer and ex-con. And in “Pen,” chapter 5, London continues his 



narrative begun in chapter 4 of being arrested for vagrancy and locked up for thirty days 

in the Erie County Penitentiary. If the structure of the book has a fault, it is here, for 

London temporarily abandons the quick, instantaneous communication of a scene for a 

classically styled narrative of his humbled accommodation to the life of a prisoner and, 

again, his assumption of the role of a wolfish capitalist; for the prisoners trade and barter 

with London and the other hallmen who take advantage for their own profit. “We were 

wolves, believe me—just like the fellows who do business in Wall Street.” (104) He turns 

to his readers for a moment, and in a theatrical gesture, states, “It was like taking candy 

from a baby, but would you?” (101) No amount of sarcasm or irony—“besides, we but 

patterned ourselves after our betters outside the walls, who, on a larger scale, and under 

the respectable disguise of merchants, bankers, and captains of industry, did precisely 

what we were doing.” London is able to work in the message of The Iron Heel (which, of 

course, has a footnote explaining what Wall Street was) by making his readers sick to 

their stomachs with the sight of economic exploitation, even if it means he too 

participated. This is another of his confessions. We recall from “How I Became a 

Socialist” that he converted to the politics of socialism as if it were a religious 

conversion. Confession is the necessary first step: We admit that we were powerless over 

profit, that our lives had become obscenely selfish. 

 Chapter 6 continues the linguistic theme and informs us of the noms-de-rail of 

many a hobo, neatly categorized and filed away by this collector of nouns, verbs, and 

modifiers, this “master of language.” But in chapter 6 we also get an idea of the loose 

structure of the visions and how they are tied together. He tells us that he was following a 

“ghost” hobo across Canada and ended up west of Ottawa. We easily remember that he 



has already told us a story about Ottawa and his initial note to write up this ride from the 

capitol. It is a fine physical feat, but not more noteworthy than some of his others. What, 

then, makes this particular adventure so important that it was one of the first structuring 

devices he thought of? That phrase “ghost hobo” is a clue. London finds himself chasing 

a signature, that of Skysail Jack, that he first encounters inscribed on a water tank in 

Montreal. His own signature was Sailor Jack.  Now, it is true that, because of this system 

of writing one’s name on water tanks and other surfaces that all hoboes, at one time or 

another, found themselves trailing other hobos they never see; London tells us “I have 

met hoboes who, in trying to catch a pal, had pursued clear across the continent and back 

again, and were still going.” (26) But here London turns his entire journey back home 

into a tale of chasing himself or someone just like himself. He even tells us that he met a 

road kid from Oakland who had been part of the same gang as he that tells him about 

Skysail Jack. Skysail ends up on a ship out of Vancouver “flying west on his world-

adventure,” a trip his alter ego, Sailor Jack, would soon be taking on the Snark. Skysail 

Jack is the ghost of his imagination. 

  It’s not until chapter 7 that London tries to explain why he went on the road to his 

readers who know that he is a prominent author and socialist. “Every once in a while,” he 

writes, “in newspapers, magazine, and biographical dictionaries”—he is indeed very 

famous—“I run upon sketches of my life, wherein, delicately phrased, I learn that it was 

in order to study sociology that I became a tramp.” (152) We might forget how 

controversial it was for someone famous to confess—his third confession—that he had 

lived hand-to-mouth, begging on the streets, traveling illegally on trains, guiltlessly 

stealing firemen’s gloves, and spending thirty days in a penitentiary for vagrancy. So here 



at the beginning of the third to last chapter, he comes clean because the audience by now 

is in his corner. They have identified with him as he has identified with them. He may be 

a radical political activist, but, then, “sociology was merely incidental.” He is in fact 

undermining his own publishers’ marketing program, which tried to turn this former 

tramp and convict into a sociological experimenter and researcher. No, says London. He 

went on the road “because it was easier to than not to.” We hear the echo of his essay 

from the previous summer, his introduction to The Cruise of the Snark. “I like,” the 

statement of traveling the line of least resistance, is not egotism; egotism is the failure of 

imagination, the failure of others to understand why someone might adventure. “I went 

on `The Road’ because I couldn’t keep away from it.” It is the following of one’s ghost, 

of one’s imagination. He is incapable of holding a “real” job. He is, by constitution, 

bohemian. 

Chapter 7 tells the story of the first time he went on the road, the trip that lay the 

foundation for his earliest stories in the Aegis. It is tied up in criminality, learning the new 

language of the road, and the metaphor of the wolf to describe the road kids who prey on 

the weak and vulnerable. Kids are wolves because they are baby capitalists, or, rather, 

they are imitating their adult role models. They go where they want, they rob who they 

want, they loaf when they want. For this is why London calls the professional hobo “the 

blond beasts so beloved of Nietzsche.” The profesh “are the lords and masters, the 

aggressive men, the primordial noblemen.” (173) Note that he does not label them 

supermen, as he did with Ernest Everhard. Road kids are like the Vikings that Nietzsche 

described, murderous adventurers. London links the blond beast with John Milton’s 

Satan—“`better to reign in hell than serve in heaven’” (153)—and though we hear a note 



of admiration in London’s description and also sense nostalgia in his account, London 

clearly uses the violence of these kids to distance himself from them.  A violent life leads 

to death or jail or both, and London left the road for brain work that would put the road 

life securely in the past. Writing The Road was part of his project of sealing off that past 

from his present. When, in chapter 8, he quotes from his tramp diary of 1894, turning it 

into a human document that underlies The Road, he is honest about his “desertion” from 

Kelly’s army, his own beastliness, his “cussedness.” (192). His diary becomes evidence 

of his sincerity. He confesses to his criminality and honors Kelly and George Speed for 

being “heroes” (192). London apologizes to them. That’s one of the unstated reasons he 

wrote this book. His guilt finally caught up with him, and before he left the United States 

he needed to unburden himself. Apart from the aesthetic and biographical reasons for 

writing this book at this particular moment that I have enumerated, he was also 

anticipating his future ocean voyage. The future was to the West, the past to the East. He 

faces East only then to be able to turn his back on it.  

The structure of The Road is subtle, a matter of first telling his readers what it 

means to be an author, then posting signs of stories to come—the time in jail, the Canada 

crossing with a focus on Ottawa, the time with Kelly’s Army, his aim to go to 

Baltimore—and then relating those stories. The structure intentionally appears haphazard, 

each anecdote or vision coming as if in a dream, but in reality the structure intentionally 

mirrors life on the road, a succession of events determined mostly by chance but always 

driven by a larger purpose, which is simply to get to one end of the country and then 

back. He is replaying his socialist lecture tour—on which he sometimes talked about his 

tramping experiences—but this time as simply another naïve American capitalist before 



his conversion to socialism. Being boyishly naïve, he can be humorous. I didn’t know 

any better, he is telling us, as he describes adventure after adventure.  

The book’s ostensible message comes at the end: “Oh, no, life on The Road is not 

all beer and skittles,” a classic statement of the arduousness of the bohemian life. The 

Road is that, and it has inspired a hundred years’ worth of young people to live a life 

unconnected to work, taking an opportunity to discover oneself and develop other 

romantic notions. But London is ultimately a deadly serious, political writer. The Road 

relates a tale of self-realization, the awakening, conversion, and confessions of a political 

being. He now sees why Kelly and Speed, friends of the unemployed worker, were 

heroes. He wasn’t radicalized simply by being denied his rights when he was arrested for 

vagrancy. He had his Althussarian moment of interpellation. He thought he was simply 

walking down an American street, harmlessly desiring to see again Niagara Falls. Then 

he is hailed by the state, forever changing his relationship to state power. He was happy 

to escape and to continue to ride the rails home. But he could not ignore the heavy hand 

on his shoulder. Its grip festered. That is why the final chapter is called “Bulls.” It might 

as well be called “The Police State.” You, too, he is saying now that he had placed 

himself firmly among his readers in terms of political awareness, could be persecuted in 

the way that I was. Only when the larger adventure was over did he realize that he no 

longer wanted to help typeset the pages of capitalism’s tyranny. He hoped his readership 

would strike with him. 

   

In Defense of His Past 



“Did you ever write up your road experience?” asked George Smith in 1905, 

London’s traveling partner on the road in 1894.16 London must have opened this letter 

when he returned from his tour in February 1906, and it may have prompted his 

“reminiscences.” That, and his return to Oakland in preparation for his Snark journey 

brought back his boyhood. He didn’t really need much of a prompt, given that his life on 

the road was nearly always forefront on his mind, just waiting to be written. Consider 

first that The Iron Heel took eight days to prepare. The Road took a day or so. As I 

discussed in volume 1, he had already written a tramp reminiscence called “Jack London 

in Boston.” When he wrote his handbook on tramping called “Rods and Gunnels,” we 

remember that the editor of Everybody’s, John O’Hara Cosgrave, told him to think about 

writing, not another essay a la Josiah Flint’s Tramping with Tramps and the work of 

Walter Wyckoff, but rather an episodic treatment of one man’s life on the road, a 

personal narrative. “Local Color” was to be the first in such a series, based on the life of 

Frank Strawn-Hamilton. The main character would incorporate features of one of 

London’s earliest creations, the ‘Frisco Kid. The Kid might even be hiding, one might 

say, in “The Apostate,” ready to reappear as the first-person storytelling voice of The 

Road. As an indication of London’s supreme readiness to write this book, the manuscript 

of The Road, as well as its typescript, is noteworthy because it is so clean. Few words are 

scratched out and replaced; once in a great while did he add more in revision. Only once 

did he tack on with a pin some necessary afterthought. He was ready to write this one. 

Besides the amount of tramp material he had already written and his thoughts on 

the centrality of the hobo as a stand-in for authorship, he set down two brief sets of notes; 

																																																								
16 George Smith, letter to London, 27 Dec. 1905, JL 18574. 



their brevity indicates how much he already had in mind, how much he did not need to 

write down before composing a 52,000-word book. One set simply reads, “Cosmopolitan 

| novel  Adventures of a tramp on the road---see my filed notes for novels.” One of those 

notes, which is filed with this sheet, is equally brief: “A Tramp novel  Make a striking 

character of a tramp—glib, etc—see other notes on tramp novels.”17 Always for London, 

the tramp is known linguistically. Here he is “glib,” someone who, on the spur of the 

moment and after quickly reading his audience, is able to deliver a believable false story 

that is nonetheless true to human experience. It is important to emphasize how crucial 

language is to London in the creation of his characters and of their universes. In The 

Road, pages are peppered with slang and definitions of slang, just as The Iron Heel is 

often footnoted to explain “foreign” words and phrases. In the second set, he simply 

wrote, “Write up Tramping experiences  Jail at Buffalo  Riding a blind all night, as I did 

out of Ottowa.”18 These are the three unifying narrative threads he first imagined would 

help give structure to the bohemian work.  

																																																								
17 London, “A Tramp novel: [notes],” JL 1321. The typed version is London, “A tramp 

novel: [notes],” JL 1322. 

18 London, “Tramping: [note for lecture],” JL 1324. The cataloguer’s title is somewhat 

misleading. There are two note sheets in this folder: the one that I quote in its entirety and 

one that is labeled “Lectures – Tramping—Riding all night—underneath—man at 

window who in morning gave me two dollars [around fifty dollars today].” The 

kindnesses of strangers is a suitable topic to include in a lecture to strangers, but not for 

The Road. The typescript of the former can be found at London, “[The Road]: [Note for 

short story collection],” JL 1128. 



 The day after completing The Iron Heel, Charmian noted in her diary that “Mate 

started a new short story—“Confession.”19 Three days later, his mind made vigorous by 

memories, he wrote to Cosmopolitan, “Now, as it happens that I have just finished my 

novel, The Iron Heel, and have just begin work on the first of a series of tramp 

reminiscences. I have 2,000 words of the first one of this series completed, entitled 

`Confession.’ In this series I am giving true personal experiences of mine of the days 

when I was a tramp.”20 On 21 December he finished his 5129-word “story,” and then two 

days later he began “Holding Her Down,” having taken a day off to go to the Bohemian 

Club’s Low Jinx. He finished those 7130 words more quickly, on the 29th, especially 

considering he took at least Christmas day off. It didn’t hurt his writing routine to have 

completed the happiest year of his life, according to Charmian in her summation of the 

year in her diary. “Our life is ideal, for both us,” she wrote in private. “And now we have 

before us the adventure of our lives . . . and it is not too much to expect, to believe that 

our happiness will go with us.”21 It is not much of a spoiler to reveal that it did . . . and 

did not. For not only did they bring back the happy memories of sailing together, but 

London brought back the ill effects of diseases and their treatment, treatments that helped 

speed his death. 

																																																								
19 Charmian London, 14 Dec. 1906, diary, JL 219. 

20 London, letter to the Editorial Department, Cosmopolitan, 17 Dec. 1906, Letters, 

2:654. It’s good to have Charmian’s diary confirm what London tells his editors. On 

Sunday, the 16th, Charmian wrote that she had typed nearly 2000 words of “Confession.”  

21 Charmian London, 31 Dec. 1906, diary, JL 219. 



 The rest of the book flowed as easily as the first chapters. “Mate rose at nine,” 

wrote Charmian on the first day of her new 1907 diary, “even with a New Year’s 

headache.”22 Ouch! On the next day, he completed “Pictures,” and on the fifth he began 

“Pinched.” The composition continued through the weeks in this regular fashion. 

Charmian’s diary entry for 2 February—that she had typed 2300 words of “Bulls”—also 

indicated that this would be the final story, an entry that indicates London did not break it 

off without thinking through the whole of the book. It is worth repeating: The ending of 

the road is not really an ending. London would have loved Robert Earl Keen’s song: The 

party is never over, and the road never ends. 

 I discussed in volume one the negotiations he had with Cosmopolitan for the 

serial publication of The Road. They had none of the qualms with publishing it that 

George Brett initially had. London first told Brett about the book after Cosmopolitan had 

accepted it:  “I have been at work, since coming to Oakland, on a series of reminiscences 

of the days when I was tramping. I have already finished 30,000 words, and when I have 

written 20,000 more I shall have completed a volume of these recollections, which I am 

thinking of entitling The Road, with a sub-title Tramp Reminiscences.”23 In his letter to 

Cosmopolitan, he had stressed the personal nature of the account, but to Brett he is 

emphasizing his production, though he did have a revealing comment about the title: “I 

think the sub-title, `Tramp Reminiscences,’ should go with it, else people will think it a 

																																																								
22 Charmian London, 1 Jan. 1907, diary, JL 220. 

23 London, letter to Brett, 16 Jan. 1907, Letters, 2:663. See Cosmopolitan, letter to 

London, 11 Jan. 1907, JL 5195. 



collection of drummers’ yarns.”24 Cosmopolitan had called it My Life in the Underworld, 

which highlights the dual nature of the universe of the road. London suggested 

Underworld Reminiscences to link it better with the book publication, but Cosmopolitan 

thought it important to maintain their independence as a publisher. London went along, as 

always, but he didn’t want to create a spatial hierarchy. Hoboes and salesmen, alike in 

their need to sell a product whether it be brushes or stories, occupy the same space, just 

differently.  

Brett, for his part, fixed on the subject matter: “A good deal of nonsense has been 

written about tramping and in discussion of tramp experiences and I should like you to 

publish bye and bye a small volume giving the actuality of the matter. Something of this 

of course you did in “The People of the Abyss” but next time I hope it may be done from 

the standpoint of this country, as we need to understand better than we do this phase of 

modern life and this understanding can come only, I think, from the written word of one 

having had the experience and thoughts of his position.”25 Once London sent it to him, on 

7 February, Brett sat down and read it. Perhaps he was eager, hoping that London had a 

field more popular than boxing or the future of economic life in America. Perhaps he 

mistrusted London’s taste enough to tackle his new topic immediately and so quickly 

steer London away from a financial disaster. Just three weeks after receiving the 

manuscript, Brett had his opinion ready. But before he told London directly how he 

judged the manuscript, he thought it best to convey his thoughts indirectly: “If I could put 

before you evidence—good, in my opinion—that the publication of the book in book 

																																																								
24 London, letter to Brett, 7 Feb. 1907, Letters, 2:669. 

25 Brett, letter to London, 28 Jan. 1907, JL 3088. 



form would be likely to damage the sale of your other books, would that affect the 

question of your wishing to publish this?”26 He quickly assured London that Macmillan 

would publish the work whatever London’s answer, but he wanted London to know that 

he thought the confessional aspect of the book was too revealing, perhaps even sordid. 

The stink of the jail cell could stick to other work. Reputation was a fragile thing. 

London quickly and decisively responded, and we shouldn’t be surprised by his 

ardor: “IT WAS THE REFUSAL TO TAKE CAUTIOUS ADVICE THAT MADE ME.” 

Although he was only guessing at Brett’s reasons for being hesitant, he assured Brett that 

he recognizes the risks of exposing himself as he had. The greater benefit outweighed 

what he thought at most would be a brief downturn in his sales. He needed to be true to 

himself, to “the character I have built up,” “the consistent and true picture of myself” that 

his readership has come to know and appreciate. His persona and his readers’ trust in that 

persona is “my big asset.” Clothes make the persona, and when we look back on what he 

wore especially in the East End and on his socialist tour we realize how important his 

appearance was. Note that he was not saying that it was a matter of honesty. His clothes, 

his language, his fields of interest are all part how he conceived of the difference between 

honesty and sincerity. This distinction can be found in his choice of aesthetic principles 

as well. It is tied to necessity of telling stories as a hobo tells stories, of lying in order to 

get to the truth.27 How he has presented himself to his audience both physically and 

linguistically is to choose sincerity as a foundational commitment of his authorial self. 

																																																								
26 Brett, letter to London, 28 Feb. 1907, JL 3092. 

27 See chapter 1 for a fuller discussion of sincerity and The Road and the connections to 

Wilde’s “A Decay in Lying.”  



Without it, he is not a writer. In volume one I told the complicated history of his 

relationship with S. S. McClure and John Phillips, and now London brings that old story 

back to life as an example of how, at the beginning of his publishing career, he had 

avoided becoming something he was not. So he will not listen to “cautious advice” from 

publishers and editors, not from McClure and Phillips, and not even from his best friend 

in the publishing world, George Brett. At the end of the letter, as he calmed himself, he 

gratefully acknowledged Brett’s careful, tactful approach. He concluded by assuring Brett 

that he had himself taken steps to minimize damage to his sales: “It is I who have taken 

the liberty of forestalling the objections you did not state.” You should be thankful, said 

the letter in between the lines. I could have been honest instead of sincere. As many a 

biographer has wondered, what exactly did he leave out?  

  What he did leave out, we can be assured, would have been sensational and would 

have detracted from the larger purposes of the book. If it were sex scenes among convicts 

or hobos, they would have only duplicated the moments that Brett and other bourgeois 

readers found objectionable. In any case, Brett went ahead as promised and published the 

damn thing. It didn’t affect their contractual agreement at all, for once London wrote 

from Honolulu in May that he had more new work to tell him about but needed another 

$5000.00 advance, Brett resolutely sent the money and renewed their contract. He 

couldn’t quite keep quiet about the publication of The Road, though. In June, he assured 

London that the book would come out once the serialization in Cosmopolitan was 

complete. But, he wrote, “I happened however to come across in the New York Times, 

the other day, a letter from a person of whom I have never heard and which represents my 

own feeling in regard to the effect that the publication of this book may have on the sale 



of your other books.” The letter, from E. F. Allen of Redlands, California, complains that, 

instead of humbly acknowledging his “rise” “from the status of a common tramp to that 

of a successful novelist,” London has committed the sin of immodesty. “He glories in the 

facts that he lived by begging, stole rides on trains, and was skillful in eluding the 

police,” all things that London openly confessed to. “These memoirs are certainly not 

praiseworthy, and will, I think, detract from his literary reputation. It is deplorable that he 

should so far debase his art.” Brett assured London that he was not trying to convince 

him to reverse his decision; he offered the clipping “as an excuse” for his letter. And then 

in a concluding moment of uncharacteristic lack of confidence, he called his letter 

“possibly ungracious and perhaps very much uncalled for.”28 London was not an author 

he wanted to lose, and he would even go against his best understanding—which was 

considerable—of books and their markets to keep London happy. Brett was quite willing 

to accept London’s definition of artistry, and his letter to London shows his gratitude for 

being associated with artistic modernity. For every mass market romance he published, 

he could placate his doubts about his place in forming American culture by reminding 

himself that he had published The Road, The Iron Heel, and other experimental fictions.  

 London had no intention of breaking with Brett, at least not yet, and he suavely 

responded to Brett’s “evidence” and concerns by providing his own evidence: “As 

regards the clipping you have sent me, in which some man gratuitously attempts to order 

my life for me, I can only say that I have received dozens of similar gratuitous letters, all 

of which, however, have been in praise of my series of tramp articles.” Even if this were 

not the case, London had long ago accepted the fact that some would never meet him on 

																																																								
28 Brett, letter to London, 17 June 1907, JL 3099.  



his own personal terms and then take the next step to a conversion to socialism. “This 

many-headed public is a thing that no man can really understand or keep track of.” The 

trick, instead of appealing to the public taste, was to keep one’s authorial commitments in 

the forefront and never betray them. “I am still firm in my belief,” he said in a 

restatement of his commitment to sincerity, “that my strength lies in being candid, in 

being true to myself as I am to-day. . . . Who am I, to be ashamed of what I have 

experienced?” Then, in a trenchant and poetic way, he explains who he is in social 

evolutionary terms:  “I have become what I am because my past; and if I am ashamed of 

my past, logically I must be ashamed of what that past made me become.”29 We see how 

his sense of the fluidity of time influenced his conception of himself. The past was alive 

in the present and would be in the future. His past made him an author, and that is 

nothing to be ashamed of. Terrified by, yes. Conflicted and haunted, yes. But ashamed? 

He would feel ashamed if he measured himself by the conventional morality of E. F. 

Allen, and that is something he was at war with. The Road in its theatrical mode is about 

confession and political conversion, but in its absorptive mode it is all about self-

discovery and affirmation of that self. The Road is the path he took to become a writer. 

The Nietzschean idea of autobiography influences the writing of The Road at this 

moment, too. Nietzsche’s work validated London’s instinct to use himself as a narrator, 

but in the fictional mode. So all the principles involved in writing a short story or 

bildungsroman get applied to the writing of Avis’s manuscript and of The Road.  Just as 

Avis’s story gets to the feels of the time period, so too was London interested in 

conveying the feel of the road. He isn’t interested in photographic verisimilitude. He is 

																																																								
29 London, letter to Brett, 11 July 1907, Letters, 1:693.  



still critical of Norris’s idea of realism. He cares about facts of life on the road in the way 

that he cared about the facts of Avis’s life. He writes a new autodrama. He realized he 

could fictionalize his life in order to answer the question, what does it feel like to 

experience life the way that I lived it? He had tried this mode in shorter works like “What 

Life Means to Me” and “How I Became a Socialist.” Look at the title of the first in the 

series: “Confession.” This is the most appropriate title for an autodrama. There are 

photographs in both the serial and book publications of The Road, but they are of a 

fictional Jack London riding fictional trains. This kind of photography is the visual 

equivalent to his verbal narrative. It looks factual, but it partakes strongly of the fictional. 

Not surprisingly, then, London’s favorite genre of photography was embodied by the 

work of Arnold Genthe, not Jacob Riis, a genre that parlayed fact into emotional appeal. 

Is it a coincidence that at the beginning of the composition of The Road that Charmian 

and Jack “went to Genthe and had a lot of pictures taken.”30  The Road is an equivalent to 

photographic pictorialism.31 

 Brett spared little expense to make the book attractive. Singling out the railroad as 

the epitome of life on the road—we should always remember that the Road, not simply a 

moniker for a highway or for a railroad line, entails life as a hobo, which includes 

sleeping in parks, hanging out in hobo jungles, doing time in jail, among other 

																																																								
30 Charmian London, 17 Dec. 1906, diary, JL 219. 

31 See Michael G. Wilson, “Northern California: The Heart of the Storm” and Dennis 

Reed, “Southern California Pictorialism: Its Modern Aspects,” in Pictorialism in 

California: Photographs, 1900-1940 (Malibu and San Marino, Calif.: J. Paul Getty 

Museum and Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, 1994), 1-22, 67-88. 



activities—the cover features a box car heading away from the viewer. That image is 

bracketed by stylized railroad tracks as seen from above; if taken as vertical objects, they 

could be mistaken for classical columns without capitals. Like The People of the Abyss, 

it’s a large format book with copious illustrations, including the photographs from 

Cosmopolitan and five drawings.32 “I cannot tell you how much I appreciate the splendid 

way in which you brought out The Road,” enthused London. Truly, he was grateful, but 

he couldn’t help getting in the last word about its reception. He told Brett that he had 

received a large number of reviews in the mail—he and Charmian and the Snark’s crew 

were in Tahiti—and “I did not notice any contemptuous or sneering notes such as you 

anticipated, and, to tell the truth, which I myself anticipated to a certain extent.” Instead, 

the book seemed to have been received “most genially and goodnaturedly.”33 He did not 

anticipate George Sterling’s reaction. From Tahiti, London wrote his friend, “I can’t get a 

line on why you wish I hadn’t written The Road!” London exclaimed. “It is all true. 

[well, except for the stretchers. He should have written sincere.] It is what I have done, 

and it is part of the process by which I have become,” which is the same argument he had 

made to Brett, whose bourgeois standing made it impossible for London to make the next 

																																																								
32 Pasted on the back of one of the photographs and opposite the page describing London 

buying two beers in the incident of the barkeep telling him “you’ve got scabs on your 

nose,” a postcard from “an ex-member of the United Brew Workers Union” tells London 

that the barkeep’s puzzling invective simply meant that he was not selling to men who 

thought he was selling beer made by scabs. “Cheap breweries were putting on the market 

a beer made by nonunion labor” at that time, the anonymous postcard writer explained.  

33 London, letter to Brett, 16 Jan. 1908, Letters, 2:728. 



comment to anyone except a close, bohemian friend: “Is it a lingering taint of the 

bourgeois in you that makes you object?” Or is it your sense of “my shamelessness?” We 

do not know how Sterling replied, but it is safe to assume that he was being protective of 

his friend, who now had made a large section of his private life a part of his public 

persona.  

 

Socialism in the Present, Short Stories of the Future  

During the composition of The Road, he wrote two connected, short, though 

revealing pieces on the present deleterious effects of capitalism. The first is difficult to 

date but was probably written in December 1906 or early 1907. It is a blurb for Nina 

Wood’s seventy-five-page pamphlet Crimes of the Profit Furnace. Wood, a medical 

doctor and socialist activist, described a selection of the evils of capitalism that she 

herself had encountered, which included infanticide in Philadelphia and other horrific 

crimes attributable, by her, to the profit motive. London could not wait to write her a fan 

letter. “I have just finished reading your book, `Crimes of the Profit Furnace.’ It can not 

be given too wide a circulation. It will serve to open the eyes of many to the monstrous 

evils that arise out of the profit system and that are protected by those two great political 

mainstays of the profit system—the democratic and republican parties.” London was not 

so much against politics as he was against the two-party system that precluded any real 

advancement by a third, socialist party. London continued, “It would seem that money is 

not a medium of exchange, but that it is a disease. The ravages of the money disease are 

well depicted in your book. . . . Congratulating you upon your good work in the cause 

that will some day give us an industrial system based upon production for service rather 



than the damnable industrial system of production for profit which now prevails.”34 

London had often quoted George Sterling’s definition of socialism as a political system 

that was “clean, noble, and alive.” If capitalism was a disease—think of how gun 

violence is now considered a disease—and infected people with its addictive, corruptive 

influence, then we see what London meant by clean and unclean. Besides offering a 

novel approach to propaganda against the profit motive, London’s letter shows how 

committed he was to the cause in all its particulars even as he prepared to leave the 

country. 

Wood’s book may have influenced his other, last nonfiction piece written before 

he left for the South Seas. He didn’t give it a title, though Charmian wrote “Material 

Gain” at the top of the manuscript’s first page. Composed during the writing of his final 

chapter for The Road, “Material Gain” was given as a speech to the Ruskin Club on 1 

February 1907 and never published. It begins with a series of questions: do children play 

for profit? do sailors “rescue shipwrecked strangers” for profit? “did Lincoln toil with his 

statecraft for material gain?”; did you attend this lecture for profit? do professors teach 

for profit? (“you know their average salary is less than that of skilled laborers”—not 

anymore!); do scientists perform research for profit? “did men like Spencer, Darwin, 

Newton, work for material gain?”; did soldiers in the Civil War fight for profit? Some of 

these eclectic examples are repeated from The Iron Heel, and the others could have been 

and should be deduced from it.  This was his last public pronouncement on America’s 

socioeconomic wars before he left for the South Seas, and he had chosen his home 
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clipping from unknown publication but probably Appeal to Reason. 



stadium, so to speak, for his venue. The Ruskin Club members would not be generally 

sympathetic to the revolutionary, apocalyptic socialism of The Iron Heel, so London 

needed to show his hometown that he was still very much in tune with their core beliefs.  

The lecture begins with this enumeration of how altruism is part of human nature 

and will not be destroyed by capitalism, for he wants to put the question of The Iron Heel 

to them in a more appealing way: “Can you not conceive that mere material gain, a once 

useful device for the development of the human, has now fulfilled its function and is 

ready to be cast aside into the scrap-heap of rudimentary organs and ideas?” Of course 

they could. But they—being good liberal progressives, Fabian socialists, and Christian 

socialists—objected to “the economic interpretation of history” formulated by Marx and 

Engels. They could not see, as London was trying to make them see, that in the time of 

the Brotherhood of Man “spiritual gains and exaltations,” “righteousness and beauty and 

nobility” were realizable. Marxist socialists, argued London, wanted what they wanted. 

The only difference was that, “paradoxically,” the club members and others in the same 

political camp argued that man was intrinsically material. Revolutionary socialists 

believed in a “transitory, incidental, and extraneous materialism.”35 Economics, for these 

liberals, entered when we defined human nature, says London. He, on the other hand, 

proclaimed the overthrow of the profit motive. We don’t know which texts or thinkers he 

was arguing against specifically, but this speech is meant to be a confrontation, a 

																																																								
35 London, “Competition: [Speech delivered at the Ruskin Club dinner],” JL 546. The 

typescript is “Competition: [Speech delivered at the Ruskin Club dinner],” JL 546. The 

cataloguer’s title comes from the title of the latter, which is actually accompanied by a 

question mark—“Competition (?)”—and not authoritative.  



challenge, a polemic, but with a sympathetic tone. Abandon your mistaken theories, he 

cried, and join us. This was London’s final word on socialism in America, a précis of The 

Iron Heel: Factions of the Left unite!  

Once London finished The Road, he immediately began compiling notes for his 

next work, a long short story entitled “Goliah.” Uncharacteristically, the notes begin with 

the nearly exact wording of the finished story: “In 1924, the city of San Francisco awoke 

to read in the morning papers a letter received from some crank, by Walter Fassett—

signed Goliah. Then give letter.”36 Goliah, which signifies anything extraordinary large 

																																																								
36 London, “Goliah: [notes for short story],” JL 711. London also began with a story idea 

that George Sterling gave him. Among all the other notes for the story, there are five 

sheets titled “Short Story Greek’s idea.” They inform the content of the second and third 

paragraphs of Goliah’s first letter. Sterling told London about “two methods” (in 

London’s words in the story) “whereby man may become the master of society.” The 

first, as London’s notes has it, “every man, or the majority, must reform before they can 

have a higher government. (2) Serfs of government are the majority. They do not make it 

but are made by it, etc.” Then he wrote down Sterling’s plot: “Socialism is failing 

benevolent feudalism is being established right now. the master mind comes along 

Controls radium, or some other terrific force. From his island summons 10 captains of 

industry to him—public summons. If do not come, on certain day they die. Amusement 

in papers, cartoons –etc. Then forgotten. On the appropriate day the ten die. Second 

summons—ten die. 3rd summons. They come in fleet (trouble to fleet). Then summons 

scientists. They go forth and do his bidding and slay the multitudinous drudges—the 

“abysmal fecundity.” Compel humanity to be his slave in order to institute higher 



and powerful,37 was the name of a monster train engine on the Central Pacific Railroad 

that ran through the Sierra on the route London took at least twice; this story, then, has 

connections to both The Road and The Iron Heel. The letter is a kind of summation of the 

latter: man is “the master” of matter but “has not yet mastered society.” Capitalism is 

unclean in part because it is irrational. Profit is the misguided end when society should be 

“an intelligent and efficacious devide for the pursuit and capture of happiness and 

laughter.” Showing how anxious London was to get cracking on the Snark voyage, the 

metaphor of sailing infiltrates this story as it had when he thought in “Material Gain” 

about sailors rescuing the shipwrecked. According to Goliah—who lives on Palgrave 

Island, a fictional island next to Diana Shoal, a real geologic formation among the 

Bahamas, which the Londons had passed on their way to Cuba in 1906—society is a ship 

that needs steering by a “captain” with “the intelligence and the wide vision of the skilled 

expert.”38 In his notes for the story, he emphasized his “vision; even secondary to that 

was his discovery of Energon.”39 When we replace ”wide vision” with its synonym in 

																																																																																																																																																																					
civilization. Splendid.” (JL 711). Note that Sterling’s idea is all about the amoral 

necessity of eliminating the masses that will never rise up or better themselves so that the 

rest of society can. It’s a revenge story that London turned into a jeremiad.  

37 It could also be a play on Goliath. The revelation that Goliah is actually a schlub 

named Percival then becomes a funny conflation of Goliath with David, with a political 

twist. David slays the giant named capitalism.  

38 Originally, London likened the island to Midway or Fanning. See JL 711. 

39 JL 711.  



London’s lexicon the imagination, we see how London is further developing the idea of 

the sailor-author out of the model of hobo-author.  

Just as Anthony Meredith had delineated the eleven men who controlled the 

economy and thus society as a whole, “Goliah” posits twenty. Capitalism is “the 

monster” now, not the captain of the Ghost, though we see the danger London courts as 

he replaces Captain Wolf Larsen the diseased capitalist with Captain Goliah the clean 

anarchist. He proclaims his intention to be the “strong hand” that takes over, if only 

temporarily until society achieves its righteous telos of happiness and leisure for all. But 

Goliah’s plan is anarchist, not socialist; killing off the captains of industry is something 

Alexander Berkman advocated, not the revolutionary London.  

“In the slang of the day, Goliah had delivered the goods”: he had warned the nine 

other industrialists that they would die if they did not join him to meet Goliah, and they 

did.” What is important is that London is still writing in the mode of The Iron Heel; the 

story takes place in the near future, and the narrator is concerned with addressing the 

people of that future who may not understand the vocabulary of 1907.40 London’s notes 

																																																								
40 In one of those moments of writing that exposes London enjoying himself by writing 

for the sake of writing, he has Goliah play on the visual homonyms laughter and 

slaughter. A simple ess separates the capitalist from the socialist—if only it were that 

easy. I should also point out another minor similarity betwee “Goliah” and The Iron Heel 

and, as well, “The House Beautiful.” When Goliah’s perfect society is realized, “the 

affairs of life, such as house-cleaning, dish and window-washing, dust-removing, and 

scrubbing and clothes-washing . . . were simplified by invention until they became 

automatic.” (1218). 



for the story even mention the possibility of drawing on the material in his “Persistence 

of the Established” file. In the way that Meredith told the story of Avis’s manuscript and 

life, so the unnamed narrator of “Goliah” tells the story of the mad letter writer Goliah.  

But he is also borrowing from “Material Gain.” In Goliah’s second letter, London 

draws on the Ruskin Club speech directly. In that speech, he said, “Can you not conceive 

that were material gain, a once useful device for the development of the human, has now 

fulfilled its function and is ready to be cast aside into the scrap-heap of rudimentary 

organs and ideas, such as gills in the throat and belief in the divine right of kings? Can 

you not conceive of food and shelter becoming automatic, as safety and order have 

become automatic, so that higher incentives may universally obtain, incentives such as 

will tend to develop and make beautiful body, mind, and spirit?”41 Goliah writes, “The 

incentive of material gain . . . had now fulfilled its function and is ready to be cast aside 

into the scrap-heap of rudimentary vestiges such as gills in the throat and belief in the 

																																																								
41 London, “Competition: [Speech delivered at the Ruskin Club dinner],” JL 546. Noting 

this connection is important because it saves “Goliah” from a reading like Jeanne 

Campbell Reesman’s, which posits the story as a mere satire of or an ironic take on a 

supposed “utopian socialist impulse” and London’s own supposed “grandiose ideas.” 

(Reesman, Short Fiction, 80). Reading irony into this story is just another strategy to read 

politics out of London’s work. With the same intention and result, the editors of Letters 

reduce this story to a “pseudo-scientific” tale. Goliah’s ideas—reformulated from 

London’s own writings—are not utopian or grandiose. His methods are, but London, 

then, was never an anarchist. Criticizing anarchism is not the same as abandoning 

socialism.  



divine right of kings. . . . The time has come when mere food and shelter and similar 

sordid things shall be automatic.”42 London had not suddenly changed his mind about the 

efficacy of socialism to reinvent society. But he could imagine a powerful, independently 

wealthy socialist-scientist who “controls radium, or some other terrific force” that had 

run out of patience with both the masses and the ruling classes.43 He was back in the 

genre of the jeremiad. 

Goliah the anarchist exists because, as London has it in his notes, “socialism is 

failing benevolent feudalism is being established right now.”44 What if, thinks London as 

he again contemplates the future, there were no Ernest Everhard and his merry band of 

revolutionary socialists who were able to effect a succession of revolts? Instead, imagine 

a mad scientist who can end war. Could he force the existence of socialism as if it were a 

plant blooming before its time? Yes. Under Goliah’s direction, first child labor is 

abolished and then “all women factory workers were dismissed to their homes, and all the 

sweatshops were closed.” (1213) It was that simple. All means of production were 

nationalized. “Wall Street was dead.” (1214). Technology accompanied by the single-

minded will of a dictator could guide society to its best end. Radium was a destructive 

force, but London imagines a future “wireless telegraphy” that eventually became a 

pocket-sized device, something we might find familiar as we reach for our cell phones to 

answer another text. We will see the importance of telegraphy in “To Build a Fire,” a 

																																																								
42 London, “Goliah,” 1205. See also London’s notes for the story where he writes, “First 

letter contains; mastery of matter—time has come for food and shelter to be automatic.”  

43 London, “Goliah: [notes for short story],” JL 711. 

44 London, “Goliah: [notes for short story],” JL 711. 



story he would write soon after sailing. Science isn’t to blame for society’s ills or to be 

praised for its betterment. It’s neutral until placed in the hands of those whose intentions 

it reflects. This is certainly one of the major themes of London’s futuristic socioscientific 

stories of early 1907.   

Goliah, with his superior scientific achievements and his cold-blooded assessment 

of the value of billions of lives over the lives of a few rich and powerful men, is a 

Nietzschean superman. The narrator labels him as such: “While the world did not 

minimize his discovery of Energon, it was decided that greter than that was his wide 

social vision. He was a superman, a scientific superman.” (1220). He employs blond 

beasts to crew for his ship the Energon. He is a different sort of superman from Ernest 

Everhard, though. He kidnaps Africans, Chinese, and Japanese workers to build his yacht 

and the village on his island, enslaving them in the name of a higher good. “Where had 

Goliah got the sinews of war? . . . By exploiting these stolen laborers,” which means he is 

no better with his means than your average corrupt industrialist. This is the charge 

London levied against anarchists, who used the violent means of the capitalists to achieve 

their own ends. Goliah, in London’s notes, “orders the killing off of all idiots—of all 

hopelessly insane—of all criminals that were really criminals,” though in the final 

version the “the hopelessly criminal and degenerate” were merely “segregated,” meaning, 

prevented from reproducing. Everhard would never kidnap or murder, even if it meant 

operating according to an imagined higher order of morals. We remember that London 

had told Frederick Bamford a few months previous that “personally I like Nietzsche 

tremendously, but I cannot go all the way with him.”45 “Goliah” represents both the 
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boundary between London and Nietzsche and London’s imagining of the dissolution of 

that boundary. 

The final links to The Iron Heel comes at the end. Goliah reveals himself to be 

sixty-five-year-old Percival Stultz. The people of the world, now that they have been 

conned into becoming peace-loving, happy socialists, build a monument to him in the 

“wonder-city” of Asgard. In The Iron Heel, Meredith tells us that Asgard will be built 

soon. “The walls and towers and shafts of that fair city,” says Meredith, “will arise to the 

sound of singing, and into its beauty and wonder will be woven, not sighs and groans, but 

music and laughter.” Note, too, that “Goliah,” like The Iron Heel,  is written for a world 

audience by someone who is fashioning himself as a world author who is about to 

adventure out into the middle of it. 

London did not write “Goliah” as a sequel to The Iron Heel or as a viable 

alternative for the destruction of the Iron Heel. The connections between these two works 

are simply examples of London taking pleasure in the hidden similarities. Once one finds 

these connections, though, one realizes that London is enacting his goal for socialism and 

the result of bohemian economics: “As Goliah had predicted, work indeed became play.” 

(1220) The final paragraph of the story, an “editorial note” written, not by Anthony 

Meredith but an anonymous somebody very much like him, tells us that “Goliah” was 

written by a fifteen-year-old named Harry Beckwith who was able to combine the three 

elements that London had hoped would make The Iron Heel and all his future work 

successful: “wealth of historical detail [fact], the atmosphere of the times [the feels], and 

the mature style of . . . composition.” A graduate of Lowell High School in San 

Francisco, Beckwith seems to be a fictional version of Henry Rallston, the Yale 



undergraduate who wrote the imitation London essay “Things Alive.”  Even more likely, 

he seems to have replicated London’s own first publication “Story of a Typhoon off the 

Coast of Japan.” When that work was published in the Examiner, it too was accompanied 

by an editorial note praising the accomplishment of “one so young.” (1221) 

This story combines the theatrical with the absorptive, though it is weighted 

toward the former. His next story is almost purely absorptive, a break from the intensely 

theatrical that had preoccupied him since the summer. After spending five days in Carmel 

with Charmian, Sterling, James Hopper, Mary Austin, and other bohemian refugees from 

San Francisco, he began “The Passing of Marcus O’Brien.” It takes place in the 

Klondike, continuing his alternation between the Southland (“Brown Wolf,” “When God 

Laughs,” “The Apostate,” “Just Meat”) and the Northland (“Wit of Porportuk,” “Finis”).  

He’s back in familiar and comfortable territory after traversing, as an author, so much 

untried and experimental ground in The Iron Heel, The Road, and “Goliah.” So he begins 

with a tried and true tactic, a dialogue among characters that takes the reader immediately 

and deeply into the action. Judge Marcus O’Brien passes sentence on Arizona Jack, who 

has murdered his cabin mate Ferguson for singing an irritating song in an irritating voice. 

Arizona Jack murdered Ferguson because Jack has “`artistic sensibilities.’” This was a 

fight about what is good art. (1223) And so, given the extenuating circumstances, 

O’Brien called it manslaughter, not murder, and spared his life.  

Red Cow, their camp, is located in an undefined space (neither Canada nor 

America) and twenty years in the past, an unrecoverable past because all of it changed in 

1897. This timeless, spaceless place has its own government and laws: “So far as the law 

was concerned, they were in No-Man’s land.” It’s a kind of bohemian commune, not a 



utopia but a place where men can live without concern for convention. They make their 

own conventions, and even murder, when motivated by artistic judgments, is somewhat 

condoned; O’Brien gives Jack a lenient sentence and Percy Leclaire makes it easier for 

Jack by giving him more food for his enforced banishment down river. 

But Jack was the only author figure in camp, and with his departure it all falls 

apart under the influence of whiskey and greed. The capitalistic worldview takes over 

quickly when gold—O’Brien finds a streak—and alcohol—barrels of it arrive from 

outside—flood the community; it’s not the rising Yukon River, which seems to threaten 

the town at the beginning of the story, that is the real danger. Nature takes a back seat to 

man’s wickedness. Whiskey sparks the false imagination (“the more whiskey they 

downed, the more fertile of imagination they became” [1227-28]), which drives the key 

argument of the story: should O’Brien sell his claim to Curly Jim, who, like any good 

capitalist, tries to trick O’Brien? Drunk beyond measure, O’Brien is played the fool by 

his friends who toss him into a boat and set him adrift on the river, never to return. 

O’Brien wakes, can’t remember the night, and believes he must have killed someone 

without provocation; why else would he be in a boat without food? We expect him to die; 

instead, he survives the two thousand-mile journey to the Bering Sea and becomes a 

temperance lecturer in San Francisco. Alcohol creates a false past leading to the inartistic 

and conventional choice of becoming a teetotaler. It’s a humourous and easy tale, 

expertly told, a formulaic story made unconventional by its idiosyncratic moral based 

soundly on the evils of capitalism: ‘Tis better to kill with a sound imagination than to 

mistakenly believe one is a murderer because of an alcoholic black out.  



After that brief respite, he returned to the experimental. “The Unparalleled 

Invasion” is a fictional essay. It lives in the gap between the short story and nonfiction. 

He made up an essay, its author, and the larger work it is supposed to be a part of: Walt 

Mervin’s “Certain Essays in History.” Uncertain that this was fiction, Robert MacKay of 

Success Magazine rejected it, saying, “If it had been fiction I would have held on to it 

tight, but I assure you that I read it with a great deal of interest and understanding of its 

value.”46 London had called it a “freak short story” when he had submitted it to MacKay, 

but the editor, understandably, ignored London’s category. It is too much like an essay. It 

is written in the voice of Anthony Meredith. It could have served as one of his footnotes, 

if only China had been mentioned in the novel. It is more similar to his 1904 essay “The 

Yellow Peril” in content than it is to any short story. Unlike “The Passing of Marcus 

O’Brien” but like “Goliah,” “The Unparalleled Invasion” required a dozen or so sheets of 

notes before composition. Again, these are nearly word for word tryouts for the story 

itself. In “Goliah” he had written of Japan’s eagerness to conquer the world, and he 

returned to that theme in “The Unparalleled Invasion.” He also returns to his experiences 

as a war correspondent in Korea, and thus he sets the beginning of the story’s action with 

the Russian-Japanese war in 1904. He uses terminology from “The Yellow Peril” (that is, 

“race-egotism”) and reiterates the divide based on language (“psychological speech,” 

“thought-processes,” “intimate vocabulary”). “It was all a matter of language,” a barrier 

that the Japanese surmounted as they moved from Korea and Manchuria into China itself. 

They assumed command of the country, turning it into a colony, only to be expelled by 

the Chinese once they had become as modern as every other country. And then the great 
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fear of China’s birthrate arose, as Chinese immigrants overwhelmed nearby countries. 

The world was at a loss until an obscure American professor (“get striking name,” reads 

London’s notes),47 Jacobus Laningdale devised a method of germ warfare that destroyed 

China. After the complete devastation of China’s population, the rest of world took over 

the land, “a vast and happy intermingling of nationalities that settled down in China in 

1982 . . . –a tremendous and successful experiment in cross-fertilization. We know to-day 

the splendid mechanical, intellectual, and art output that followed.” (1245) The subject of 

that sentence is Mervin and his readers of his history, who now knew the truth behind the 

destruction of China. For us, however, we can only wonder—and deplore London’s anti-

Chinese fictional propaganda. London’s fear of the Chinese grew out of his own “race 

egotism,” an egotism that matches what he assigns to the Chinese; as he has China’s 

leader say, “We are the most ancient, honorable, and royal of races. We have our own 

destiny to accomplish. It is unpleasant that our destiny does not jibe with the destiny of 

the rest of the world, but would you?” (1240). It was one pure race against another, and 

the Chinese could be accepted into London’s worldview only if they were mixed with 

other races. Note that the utopianlike state of New China is accomplished by people of 

mixed races. Racism guides London even as he insists on the so-called irrefutability of 

fact. Given the fact of China’s ever-increasing population, it was, according to London, 

only rational for other nations to curtail Chinese sexual reproduction because they 

wouldn’t do it themselves. London never reached a point in his thinking where science 

became an ideological tool, as susceptible to indeterminacy as emotions, spirituality, and 

other metaphysical constructs. Facts were facts, and he could argue with science if his 
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socialist comrades broached the topic of the Brotherhood of Man. As a world author he 

needed to make his pronouncement on the “threat” of the millions of Chinese.  

Not every experiment in form was a success, and he suspected as much. When 

Roland Phillips at Cosmopolitan rejected “The Unparalleled Invasion” in 1909, London 

asked him to tell him why: “Is it a good idea poorly handled, or is it an idea that in itself 

is of no value to magazine publications?”48 Phillips replied diplomatically: “Personally it 

struck me as an exceptionally effective story, one which you would have no difficulty in 

placing. It proved unavailable for us on account of the fact that we happened to have two 

stories in hand which while not precisely like yours were similar in theme. It was for that 

reason we could not use it; but stories of this pseudo-scientific kind seem to be more or 

less popular and as I say I don’t think you will have any difficulty in securing a 

market.”49 London would not have agreed. Thinking its pseudo-ness outweighed its 

science, he next sent it to Black Cat, and then eight more magazines before, surprise of 

all surprises, his old friends at McClure’s took it for $400 in 1910.  

We might think he hadn’t said enough about the Chinese if we read only the title 

of his next story: “The Enemy of All the World.” Thankfully, however, it has nothing to 

do with race. In the first sentence we meet another mad scientist, “that scientific wizard 

and archenemy of mankind, Emil Gluck,” another Percy Stultz but without a mysterious 

and superpowerful public identity.(1247) The story takes place in the decade after the end 

of The Iron Heel. It is, in essence, a biography; we learn at the end, as we did with “The 

Unparalleled Invasion,” that this is another fictionalized essay; an editorial footnote tells 
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us that it was taken from A. G. Burnside’s Eccentricities of Crime. London was having 

way too much fun with footnotes. The story is based on a “great mass of evidence and the 

documents and records of the time.” We will learn how Gluck was made into the 

“monster” that he was; clearly, London was taking the lessons about environment that he 

had learned the previous year seriously. The principal factor in this malforming 

environment was his aunt, who was assigned to care for him after his parents died when 

he was six. This antimother figure nearly destroys him. A brilliant student, he becomes a 

professor and writes Sex and Progress.  

The title of this book is a clue to some private moments shared by Jack and 

Charmian, and we should pause in the analysis of the story to consider them. Charmian 

London noted in her diary five days before he started the story that they were reading Sex 

and Character by Otto Weininger. Otto Weininger’s book was given to Jack by Everett 

Lloyd, the founder and editor of the first magazine for hobos. In January 1907 London 

wrote him a congratulatory letter about Vagabond.50 Lloyd seems to have endorsed much 

of Weininger’s book, including its virulent misogyny and racism. But Jack and Charmian 

did not, and when Charmian says in her diary that Jack was reading the book out loud to 

her, they must have been laughing at it. In the chapter “Woman and Her Significance,” 

Weininger writes, “women [unlike men] seldom carry on an intrigue with another 

woman’s husband, except when they wish to triumph over her by making him neglect 

her,” to which Charmian wrote in the margin, “He must have been asleep C. K.L.” And 

Jack had written simply, “Rats.”51 It is the only marginal comment he made. That he links 

his evil genius Gluck to Weininger indicates, of course, how little he thought of 
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Weininger. David Mike Hamilton is excellent on this point. After discussing how the 

book came to the Londons, he quotes Charmian’s glee at receiving the book; she had 

quoted in her biography Weininger’s definition of genius: “`A genius is he who is 

conscious of most, and of that most acutely,’” though she left off his corollary, which is 

that genius is particular to males only. Hamilton then points us to a 1914 letter Jack wrote 

to a correspondent that Sex and Character “was all about women and was very 

uncomplimentary to women.”52 Weininger pitched his screed as a psychological treatise 

and wrote on talent, memory, and genius, as well as on the fundamental inferiority of 

women. So London and Charmian sorted out the sentences they found potentially 

agreeable all the while laughing and wincing at Weininger’s sexism and racism.  

London had been mulling the story over at least since the time he had received the 

book.53 Not only an author figure, but an unjustly vilified author, Glick’s sociological 

writings alienate him from society, isolating him at his university. He, like London and 

like John Cunningham, was called an anarchist because he advocated “social revolution.” 

He is like Goliah in that he stands for the alternative to reasonable, socialistic change 

wrought by the working class instead of by one strongman. Again, London is warning the 

country that if it does not allow the proletariat to effect social change then one brilliant 
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scientist will figure out how to do it, and it will be regrettable. These stories of the 

solitary individual are precursors to Martin Eden. 

 “The Enemy of All the World” is also a meditation on the injustice of the criminal 

justice system. Picking up a thread from White Fang and articulating his accumulating 

material on wrongful imprisonment, on the barbarous treatment of prisoners, and the 

savagery of capital punishment, the story predicts that London will write—as he did in 

1913—a fuller treatment of a diatribe against prisons. If violence is a disease and a result 

of environmental factors—especially a society predicated on preventing social 

innovation—then criminals should be hospitalized, not imprisoned. It’s a small point in 

the story, but indicative of larger concerns to be expressed in the future. And in London’s 

imagining of the future, he has Burnside say, in the voice once again of Anthony 

Meredith, that “it is inconceivable to us of to-day—the bungling, dilatory processes of 

justice a generation ago.” (1253) 

 But for all its attention to social injustice the story moves toward the climactic 

moment of Silas Bannerman, whom we meet for the first time in the very first sentence, 

figuring out that Gluck was responsible for the solution to warfare and gun violence (if 

only!). Bannerman was presented with two seemingly unrelated events: his first sighting 

of Emil Gluck and then the elimination of all weapons and constructions for warfare 

along the US’s eastern seaboard. “And on the instant there flashed into his mind the 

connection between Gluck and the destruction.” Bannerman idea was good in and of 

itself; it leads to the capture of Gluck. But, as Burnside tells us, “the great thing was the 

conception of the hypothesis, in itself an act of unconscious cerebration—a thing as 

unaccountable as the flashing, for instance, into Newton’s mind of the principle of 



gravitation.” (1259). The story becomes a battle between author figures or, more 

precisely, between the imagination of the good, law-abiding author and the 

misunderstood yet evil author. Bannerman formed his “hypothesis,” but, like London 

confronted daily by his own mysterious imaginative faculty, he was completely baffled 

by it. By making such a point of this moment of great insight, London reveals his own 

anxieties, befuddlement, and confusions about the sources and machinations of that 

ghostly imagination that so controlled him.  

  So he dives deep into the absorptive in his next story, “The Dream of Debs,” even 

employing the first-person narrator. He decided to follow a technique that Jimmy Hopper 

employed, beginning the action in a room and then “a la Jimmy Hopper, spread it out—

enlarge the circle.” The unity of the story proceeds from the narrator, Crof, encountering 

the effects of a national labor strike in his neighborhood, his city, and then the country, 

only to be forced back to the city at the end. “Be sure,” he instructed himself, “that a 

number of vivid pictures are given.”  

“The Dream of Debs” was his final choice for a title, after considering “The Great 

Labor Day,” “When First Shall Be Last,” “The Dream of Labor,” “The Chaos of Order,” 

and “When the Dreams of Labor Come True.” He wanted this tale to be timeless: “Make 

story without any date in it,” he told himself in his notes. No footnotes, no voice of the 

future commenting on the follies of the past (our present). He wanted to immerse himself 

and his readers and keep the theatrical at bay. At the same time, we learn the narrative 

takes place thirty years after Debs’s time, and so we are back in the near future of failed 

revolts (The Iron Heel) and the evil geniuses Goliah (“Goliah”) and Gluck (“The Enemy 

of All the World”). His narrator begins the story with a premonition, and London can’t 



help returning again to the earthquake, that cataclysmic event that was like the death of a 

loved and loving parent. “I remembered that at the time of the Great Earthquake of 1906 

many claimed they awakened some moments before the first shock and that during these 

moments they experienced strange feelings of dread.” (1261) We cannot overestimate the 

beneficial effects of taking the Snark voyage as a way to put this psychologically 

damaging event behind him.  

 The narrator, “a wealthy bachelor,” remembers Debs’s dream of a general strike, 

and the narrator is against it, making sure to fire his chauffeur, a member of the 

Chauffers’ Union who refused to scab. We are back in the world of The Iron Heel. 

Chapter 13, “The General Strike,” imagined that unions abandoned their strategy of 

winning at the polls and decided to “come over to the political field of the socialists; for 

the general strike was a political strike.” (153) It is a success and stops the war between 

Germany and the US, but in the end the Oligarchy is able to take advantage of the peace 

and through trade subdue Germany, increasing the Oligarchy’s worldwide power.   

 Now we see it from the point of view of Crof, a member of Clubland and of the 

ruling class, and we apprehend why London has chosen the first-person point of view. 

We laugh at his consternation that there is no cream for his morning coffee, no olive for 

his martini at lunch at the club. London cleverly makes the case for the strike with his 

blasé, independently wealthy Bertie Messener, who tells Clubland that they deserve this 

reaction of labor to their oppression by the ruling class. This is the heart of the story, the 

objective justification of the strike. Messener sounds almost like Everhard. And when 

labor wins and the general strike is called off, Corf sounds like a whining child when he 

speaks the final sentences: “the tyranny of organized labor is getting beyond human 



endurance. Something must be done.” His story has only transferred our sympathies to 

the successful working class. 

 “The Dream of Debs” repeats a story element from “The Enemy of All the 

World.” Gluck had figured out how to focus and direct wireless telegraphic energy at 

bullets and bombs to make them explode. This invisible and mysterious power may have 

become a weapon, but fundamentally it is the power by which information is conveyed. 

And it is “the chiefest hardship” experienced by Corf, “this absence of knowledge of 

what was going on in the world.” (1269). When the unions announce what they will do 

first when they win the strike, they say “`we shall open up the telegraphs.’” (1274) This is 

London’s “chiefest” fear, the lack of news, of documentation to back up his stories. “The 

Dream of Debs,” like “The Enemy of All the World,” reproduces another authorial 

anxiety. If there are no newspapers and magazines, then there will be no creative output. 

And in “To Build a Fire” we will see how London internalizes this loss of news and 

makes the material telegraph into an interior nervous system that carries the news of the 

imagination to that part of him that writes.  

 Class warfare, the future, and author figures and their manuscripts are all 

combined once more in London’s last story—“A Curious Fragment”—written before he 

sailed. Just as Avis’s manuscript is a fragment, so is this tale called a fragment. It begins 

from the platform called The Iron Heel. Instead of a worker named Jackson losing his 

arm and prompting the conversion of Avis Everhard to socialism, we have a different 

“tale of an arm. It was the arm of Tom Dixon, and Tom Dixon was a weaver of the first 

class in a factory of that hell-hound and master, Roger Vanderwater.” (1279) Emma 

Goldman would have approved of London’s choice of occupation for Vanderwater; he 



was “the ninth in the line of the Vanderwaters that controlled for hundreds of years the 

cotton factories of the South.” Yes, we are back in the future, but the Oligarchy has been 

in charge, not for three hundred years, but eight hundred. In another twist, there are no 

socialist supermen. London has abandoned his desire for that kind of leader; he has made 

his turn away from Nietzsche. For the Oligarchy’s time is also known as “the dark reign 

of the overman, in whose speech the great mass of the people were characterized as the 

`herd animals.’” (1279) It is a clever linguistic signal of his philosophic change of heart 

to stop using Shaw’s superman and use a different translation of ubermensch: the 

overman. 

We are eighteen hundred years after the time of Anthony Meredith, as the 

nameless editor of this manuscript tells us; what’s a few more centuries when we’re 

dealing with the infinite future? The manuscript is a tale banned by the “terrible industrial 

oligarchy.” Not only were all potentially subversive tales banned, but writing them down 

was illegal, as was instruction in reading and writing for the working class. Again we 

have the transmission of knowledge placed on a pedestal only to be knocked into dust by 

the ruling classes. Fortunately, storytelling was kept alive, and it was the storytelling 

“agitators” who “preached revolt to the slave class.” The storyteller lectures his audience, 

saying “There are many things, my brothers, that you do not know, and it is sad. It is 

because you do not know that you are slaves.” Not only is the message of socialism 

carried by the written and spoken word but its very enactment is made possible by 

authors. We may be in the year 4627, but some things never change. However, this final 

story of this period of London’s career, because it is called a fragment, implies that it is 

followed by an ellipsis. More will follow, more needs to be revealed. 



  

Exit from the American Scene 

Charmian was reading H. G. Wells’s Man on the Moon while Jack was writing his 

“future stunts.” She had also read Wilde’s De profundis while he wrote The Road. You 

can almost see what he was thinking by looking at her reading list. They worked 

symbiotically, even if she wasn’t making changes in the manuscript. After her minimal 

contributions to Before Adam and The Iron Heel, she was temporarily separated from her 

husband at the composition stage; he was too focused, too bent on getting these new 

experiments done to allow for collaboration. But she would return for the longer novels 

in the next decade. 

 If evolution had opened London’s mind to the infinite past, finding that the 

savagery of primitive man fights eternally with his civilized nature, then socialism 

opened him to the future, a time of possibility and enlightenment. He was full of both 

hope and foreboding as he sailed off on the Snark. To others, however, he seemed to have 

turned bitter and abandoned the cause they were staying in America to fight for. London 

was a most reluctant public figure. At the heights of his popularity—in 1904 and again in 

1907—first as a fiction writer and then as a world public intellectual and author, he left 

the country. In the first instance he decided to assume the new (to him) authorial role as 

war correspondent and so left for Japan and Korea. In the second instance, he chose to 

sail the world’s oceans and visit as many countries in his bid to become an international 

author. His fundamental commitment to travel meant he could replenish the pool of 

scenes and characters necessary for his continuous mode of production. Yet, when he 

voyaged on the Snark, he missed the 1908 election. He was castigated for absenting 



himself from the fight against capitalism. A. M. Simon told him just before he left, “You 

need not try to get any sympathy from me because of overwork, or anything else 

connected with that boat-trip. In common with most socialists I `have it in’ for that trip. I 

do not know whether this feeling is partly tinctured with envy for the enjoyable time that 

you will have (and which I fear none of us have the courage to desire marred in the least), 

or whether it is what we all claim,--that you are leaving when we need you and need you 

bad.”54 The Iron Heel and its companion stories—futuristic tales of America as a 

cooperative commonwealth earned through death and destruction—were written in 

anticipation of such charges.  

In his own future, he would write a series of novels that centered on entrapment, 

imprisonment, and an individual’s opportunities for escape. His South Seas voyage had 

satiated his appetite for world-changing political ideas. Back home, he resurrected the 

lives of individuals, not independent of socioeconomic factors, but connected in the ways 

that men and women create their own prisons. He never gave up proselytizing for social 

evolution, for political revolution. The election of 1912 was at least as encouraging as the 

election of 1904. But like many of his fellow socialists, he felt that the dreams of 

economic equality were dissipating. His jeremiads had been ignored, and he was 

dangerously close to becoming embittered. It’s not that he became more focused on 

Charmian and on the ranch, but he embraced them as legitimate ways to live in the face 

of political disappointments and a possible nightmarish eternity of capitalism. But first he 

went back on the road in the Snark. 

 

																																																								
54 A. M. Simon, letter to JL, 27 Aug. 1906, USU. 



   

 

 

 


